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JAMES G. FOLLANSBEE Term Expires 1967
LESLIE M, PIKE Term Expires 1968
ARMAND J. ROBERGE Term Expires 1969
Tel. 485-3931 (Office)
Town Clerk JOYCE A. EMERSON
TeL 485-9534
Tax Collector SArcAH M. HARDY
Tel. 485-9534
Town Treasurer DOROTHY M. SQUIRE
Tel. 485-3931
Overseer of Public Welfare CHARLES E. WOODBURY
Tel, 485-3317
Chief of Police UNDSAY H. RICE
Deputy Ch/ef ALFRED NOLEHE
Tel. 669-4806 (home) - 485-9901 (office)
Health Officer ELMER F. MILLIKEN
Tel. 485-9028
Fire Chiefs:
Dept.No. / ALFRED COLLERETTE
Tel. 485-9561
Depf. No. 2 ALFRED LAW
Tel. 627-7571
School Board
JAMES VANVLIET Term Expires 1967
Tel. 622-001
1
ARTHUR SANBORN Term Expires 1968
Tel. 485-3710
GERRY HANDLEY Term Expires 1969
Tel. 627-3637
Rood Agenf BERNARD ZAPORA
Tel. 485-3800 (garage) - 623-5839 (home)
Judge of Municipal Court FRANK D. CATE
Tel. 485-9806
Trustees of Trust Fund
BERTHA PAGE Term Expires 1967
Moderator OSCAR MORIN JR.
Civil Defense Director WILLIAM H. SHACKFORD
Tel. 485-9859
Foresf'Fire Warden ALFRED COLLERETTE
Tel. 485-3386
Auditors STATE TAX COMMISSION
Representatives to General Court
ALPHONSELAFOND GEORGE COOK
Budget Committee
JAMES N. DINWOODIE Term Expires 1967
ROBERT D. CAMPBELL Term Expires 1967
LIONEL LAPLANTE Term Expires 1967
CHARLES FOSTER Term Expires 1968
WIlUAM MILLER Term Expires 1968
RICHARD D. RILEY Term Expires 1968
JOHN BEALE Term Expires 1969
LEON PEARSON Term Expires 1969
ARTHYR LOCKE Term Expires 1969
Industrial Advisory Council
GEORGE BLAKESLEE JAMES FOLLANSBEE
LARRY BOUCHER LEO LAPLANTE
RUTGER BROEK LESUE PIKE













NELSON LAMBERT ALFRED LAW
JAMES VALLEE MAURICE BOISVERT
GERARD LAMBERT ANTHONY ST GERMAINE
LEO BEUSLE LEON BOISVERT
Surveyors of Wood & Lumber
STANLEY SPIEWACK WILLIAM COURSER
WARREN DOUGLAS
Planning Board
WARREN HARVEY, Chairman ROLAND LEVESQUE
ALBERT BEAUCHESNE RONALD THERRIEN




GUY CAMPBELL MELVIN JOHNSON
GILBERT FAY PAUL U. HOWE
Recreation Commission
HENDRICK KATE EDWARD PAYNE
MERLE BLAKELEY ARMAND COTE
HARRISON ROLLINS
Cemetery Commission
UONEL LAPLANTE ERNEST GOULD
HECTOR U.VINCENT
Conservafion Commission
ALFRED LAMBERT ROBERT TUHLE
EUGENE FRASER
Sewer Commission
MELVIN JOHNSON "-^TER ZELA
CARL S. PARK
Weigher of Commodities
HOMER ENDERSON RUTGER BROEK
JOHN BATES LESLIE PIKE
ROLAND CASEY JAM ES GILBERT
Fence Viewers
GEORGE A. COOK MELVIN JOHNSON
ROLAND BOISCLAIR ROLAND GAGNON
Library Trustees
EVELYN W. DONATI JOSIE BEAN
M.LEE HARVEY
Supervisors of Check List
MAURICE BOISVERT EDNA BOI5VERT
PHILIP LAFOND
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT
IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE,
QUAUFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hooksett
Memorial School Auditorium in said Hooksett on Tues-
day, the fourteenth (14th)dayofMarch nextat ten of the
clock in the forenoon, to cast your ballots for Town Of-
ficers. Polls close at 6:30 P.M., action on remainder of
warrant starts at 7:00 P.M.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To vote on the Proposed Amendment to Zoning
Ordinance of Hooksett, New Hampshire. Upon Petition
of twenty-five legal voters of the Town, the Hooksett
Planning Board submits the following proposed Amend-
ment to the Hooksett Zoning Ordinance to the voters of
the Town, as provided in RSA 31 :63A:-
Amend the boundary definitions of the Zoning Dist-
ricts of the Town of Hooksett by deleting the following
described tract of land from paragraph 5 under "Indus-
trial Area" and inserting said tract as paragraph 18
under "Residential Areas", thereby changing thezoning
classification of said area from Industrial to Residential.
All that tract of land described as follows: Beginning
at the northeasterly corner of the lot owned by Russell
A. Poirier and proceeding in a westerly direction along
Rosedale Street to the corner of Rosedole Street and
Route 3-A and River Road;-thence proceeding in an
easterly direction to the southeast corner of the land
owned by Thomas Prindiville; thence proceeding in a
northerly direction along land of the Odd Fellows Ass'n,
to the point of beginning. (On Town Ballot).
3. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to hire money in anticipation of the 1967 taxes, to be
repaid therefrom.
4. To see if the Town will vote to give a discount of
two percent (2%) on all taxes, except poll taxes, paid on
or before the fifteenth (15th) day of July, and to grant
the Selectmen authority to extend this date if unable to
get tax rate from State Tax Commission as of July 1st.
5. To hear the report of the Selectmen, Town Treas-
urer, Agents, Auditors and Committees, or other offic-
ers heretofore chosen or appointed and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of six hundred eleven dollarsand forty one
cents (S61 1 .41 ) the State to furnish four thousand seven-
ty six dollars and four cents (54,076.04), the same to be
expended under the State Highway Department for
Class V Town Road Assistance or take any action
thereto.
7. To see if the Town of Hooksett will vote to author-
ize the annual expenditure of five hundred dollars
(J500.00) to support the operation of the Emergency
ambulance by the VFW. Post No. 2860. (Inserted by
Petition)
8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
the sum of three hundred seventy two dollarsl5372.00)
( .10 cents per capita based on the 1960 census) as, a
membership fee for inclusion in the Southern New
Hampshire Planning Commission.
9. To see if the Town will vote to petition the New
Hampshire State Tax Commission to reassess the Town
for tax purposes, and to raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Thousand three hundred and thirty three dollars
($5,333.00) in the current fiscal year (1967) the balance
of the estimated ($16,000.00) cost of such reassessment
to be raised in equal installments in the years 1968
and 1969.
10. (1) - That the town of Hooksett, N.H. appoint a
full time chief of police as originally approved at town
meeting of March 9, 1965. That he be empowered to
appoint a deputy chief of police. That the aum of
$5,000.00 be appropriated yearly for the deputy chief,
annually. This is in addition to the $6,000.00 annually
approved for the chief. That two more full time police
officers be appointed at a salary to be worked out by
the chief and the selectmen. That on annual appropria-
tion of $1,000.00 be mode for these men. Unused
portion to be returned to town. That an appropria-
tion of $3,000.00 be made for an additional police
cruiser, to be equipped with some firefighting equip-
ment and emergency first aid. With the addition of
the above the Town of Hooksettwill havefull time police
protection with a police officer on duty 24 hours a day
seven days a week. The town of Merrimack, N. H.
has had this for the past year. It is smaller in popula-
tion and does not hove anywhere near the amount of
businesses. The importance of a full time efficient
police department cannot be over emphasized, for the
protection of our children, our homes, our businesses,
and our roads.
(2) That the selectmen, our representatives, our
state senator, and our councilor be told to do every-
thing in their powertotrytogetthe N. H. State Highway
Department to speed up construction of the portion of
the beltline through the intersection of D.W. Highway
North or Route 3. That everything possible be done to
hove b complete cloverleaf intersection. As Route 3
was the third busiest stretch of highway in the state,
why is construction being rushed in other areas which
already have interstatehighwayscompleted,or inoreas
with much less traffic. The importance of a complete
intersection cannot be overlooked for the future growth
of Hooksett. It is recommended that officials work with
any group representing businesses or citizens now
existing or that will be formed in the future.
(3) That article pertaining to the election by secret
ballot of the budgetcommitteeos possedoverwhelming-
ly at March 9, 1965 be amended to read that the
present method of appointing the budget committee
by the moderator, be eliminated, and that they instead
be elected as provided for in state low. That one third
be elected annually. There was some question about
this article being legal as it did not soy that the present
method be void.
(4) That article 27 in town report of March 9, 1965
be voted on. There was some confusion on this article
OS motion was made at the beginning of the town
meeting that any and all persons wishing to be heard
be allowed to do so. This motion passed overwhelming-
ly. However, this motion was made for that meeting
only. In order that all voters hove the privilege of
free speech at all town meetings, the article will be
reinserted.
The moderator at this or any future meetings shall
not ask for a vote on any motion made and seconded
to pass over or adopt until all persons who wont to be
heard shall be heard and all discussions ended. All
procedures followed previously shall be void.
(5) In order for the people of Hooksett be better
informed as to the costs of operating or replacement of
any vehicles used or purchased by the town, itemized
costs shall be printed annually in town reports, using
format used by trucking or other companies using grad-
ers, trucks, etc. Breakdowns will be in less than five
categories like Gas and Oil, Repairs, Maintenance,
Tires, etc.. All vehicles shall benumberedand expenses
for each vehicle shall be marked for the number used
for it. This will moke it easy for people to see when
vehicle should be replaced because of high cost of
repairs, etc. It will also moke it easier for person or
department which has vehicle to show need for re-
placement. Previous methods shall not be used.
(6) That all buildings owned by the town shall have
expense or monies spent on them listed out so that
people con see exactly what buildings ore costing to
own or maintain. Categories should include repairs,
maintenance, heat, lights, cost of mortgage, interest,
etc. Listings shall beseparateforeachbuilding. Format
to be followed is the one usually recommended by
internal revenue on property privately owned. All
methods used previously shall not be used.
(Inserted by petition by:)
John Luckers Remsen Burbank
Josepti E. Heroux Mary Cote
Eva Heroux Jean MacKenzie
Rudolf F. Hahl Herbert MacKenzie
Armand Rivard Arthur W. Cote
Shirley Rivard George H. Lindh
William L Pooler, Jr. Ann J. Hahl
Virginia E. Pooler
1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to accept the Budget,
as submitted by the Budget Committee, or take any
other action in relation thereto.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-fifth





Selectmen of Hooksett, N. H.




Selectmen of Hooksett, N. H.
ABSTRACT OF ACTIOX TAKE^
Record of Minutes of Town Meeting
Hooksett, N.H. March 8, 1966
Meeting called to order at 10 o'clock A.M. by
Moderator George A. Cook. Moderator proceeded by
reading the Warrant, to and including Art. no. 3.
Selectmen's certificate of posting warrant read and
certified to.
Ballot clerks serving at this meeting: Cora Hall
(D), Joyce Emerson (R), Laurette Morin (D), Edith Rice
(R), Lillian Zapora (R), Irene Kate (D); Dorothy M.
Squire, Ass't Town Clerk, Roland Levesque, Ass't Mod-
erator. Polls declared open by Moderator at 10:10
A.M. 10 specimen ballots were posted in and around
the polling places, as were copies of Purity of elections
taws and instruction to voters, priortoopening the meet-
ing. Copies of instructions to voters posted within
each voting booth.
Upon motion of Ray Longer, voted to keep polls
open for the duration of voting on articles in the War-
rant. Voting for school district officers was carried on
concurrently with that for Town officers on separate
ballots, both types of which were presented theelection
officials upon the opening of the polisbythe Town Clerk
and School District Clerk.
At 7 P.M., meeting was called to order for voting
on articles in the Warrant by Ass't Moderator Armand
J. Roberge, who had been previously sworn in to act
in the capacity of Moderator for this meeting. Each
article was read and acted upon separately as follows:
ARTICLE 1
Officers chosen in open meeting not on ballot were
nominated from the floor in that separate motions for
each of the three cetegories were made from the
floor and duly seconded, namely: Surveyors of Wood
and Lumber, Weighers of Commodities, and Fence
Viewers.
Stanley Spiewak, Alfred Rousseau, Warren Douglas,
and William Courser, Surveyors of Wood and Lumber.
Homer Enderson, Rutger Broek, John Botes, Leslie
M. Pike, Roland Casey, and James Gilbert, Weighers
of Commodities.
George A. Cook, Melvin Johnson, Roland Boisclair,
and Roland Gagnon, Fence Viewers.
The Town Clerk was authorized to cast one ballot in
each category to elect the above officers, who were
duly sworn to office.
ARTICLE 2
Calling for vote, yes or no, at the bottom of the
Town Ballot, on the subject "Shall the Subdivision
Regulations, as proposed by the Planning Board, be
adopted for this town", was not acted upon in open
meeting [see result of vote on this subject at end of
minutes for this meeting.
ARTICLES
To vote on the question, "Shall proposed Amendment
to the Town's Zoning Ordinance relative to Airport
Zoning as submitted by the Planning Board |pe adopted
for this Town". Question at bottom of Town officer
ballot. (See result of vote on this subject at end of
minutes for this meeting.)
ARTICLE 4
Voted that the Town give a discount of two (2) per
cent on all taxes, except poll taxes paid on or before
July 15th and to grant the Selectmen authority to
extend this date if unable to obtain tax rate from State
Tax Commission as of July 1 sf.
ARTICLES
Upon motion made, duly seconded, it was voted to
authorize the Selectmen to hire money in anticipation
of the 1966 taxes to be paid therefrom.
ARTICLE 6
Motion made and seconded that the reports of the
Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Agents, Auditor, and Com-
mittees be adopted as printed and it was so voted.
ARTICLE 7
Voted that the town raise and appropriate the sum
of six hundred fifteen dollars and fifty eight cents
(J615.58), the State to furnishfourthousand one hundred
three dollars and eighty four cents ($4,103.84) to be
expended by the State Highway Department on Class
V Town Road Assistance.
ARTICLE 8
Moved by Warren A. Harvey, seconded by Roger
E. Hebert that the town raise and appropriate the sum
of Jl,475,800.00 for the purpose of financing and
constructing a municipal sewage disposal system, in-
cluding sewerage, interceptors, pumping stations, treat-
ment works and such other related facilities inclusive of
land acquisition, easements and rights of way as are
required, such sum to be raised by the issuance of not
exceeding 51,475,800.00 in Serial Bonds or Notes
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Mu-
nicipal Finance Act (Chapter 33 of the New Hampshire
Statutes Annotated 1955 and any Amendments thereto)
and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and to take such other octions
as may be necessory to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sole and delivery of such bonds
or notes as shall be in the best interests of the
Town of Hooksett. A voter inquired as to the reason
for not reading the lost six words of the article and the
maker of the motion stated that that section should be
included also, which read - "And passany vote, relating
thereto." Questions were raised as to what percent
of the property owners would be serviced; whether
everyone had to share in the initial cost, and what it
would cost for installation, at a later dote, of another
pumping station which would increase facilities tocover
approximately 85 percent of the town. Answers were
given by Selectman Morin after consultation with en-
gineer Morgenroth as follows: The amount involved
would be expected to cover service to approximately
50 percent of the property owners. Everyone would
shore in the cost of installation whether or not they
were users of the system, but only those who would
be connected would pay operating costs; additional
cost to cover 85 percent of the town, estimated ot
$80,000 to H 00,000.
There being no further discussion. Moderator an-
nounced o YES and NO vote to be taken by the voters,
using the check list. A vote of YES would indicate ac-
ceptance of the article, a NO vote would call for its
defeat. A two-thirds vote in the affirmative being re-
quired for its passage.
Robert Tuttle, Bradford Brooks, and William Lambert
were appointed tellers under the supervision of Maur-
ice Boisvert, Supervisor of the Check-list.
State of balloting showed a total of 391 votes castf:
YES 270, NO 121. As 261 YES votes were required
for passage. Moderator declared Article 8 adopted.
ARTICLE 9
Harold C. Murray moved to authorize the Selectmen
to apply, negotiate and do all other things necessary
to obtain such Federal, State or other assistance as
may be available in the construction of a sewerage
disposal system - seconded and so voted.
ARTICLE 10
Moved by Francis Gray that the town adopt the
provisions of Chapter 252 of the Revised Statutes An-
notated relative to the Construction and operation of
sewers and sewerage treatment facilities in the Town
of Hooksett. Motion seconded and article declared
adopted by the Moderator.
ARTICLE 1
1
Motion made and seconded that this article be
adopted - To establish a Board of Sewer Commis-
sioners, consisting of three members, which Boardshall
perform all of the duties and possess all of the powers
conferred on Sewer Commissioners by RSA 252:19;
and if this article shall be adopted, to elect by ballot
three sewer commissioners, one for three years, one
for two years, and one for one year. Moderator then
asked for nominations from the floor - Melvin A. John-
son nominated for 3 year term, Peter Zela nominated
for 2 year term, Carl S. Park nominated for 1 year
term. Questions were asked and answered relative to
qualifications of the nominees. Francis Gray moved
nominations be closed, seconded and so voted. Mod-
erator stated that under Chapter 252 RSA that choir
could decide whether ballot vote or voice vote be
taken, he elected to take a voice vote except if same
was objected to by seven voters, a ballot vote would
be token. No objection being stated, voice vote was
•called for resulting in the unanimous election of Mel-
vin A. Johnson, Peter Zela, and Carl S. Park for terms
of three, two, and one year respectively. All duly
sworn to office.
ARTICLE 12
Motion made and seconded that the town ratify
Chapter 469 of the Laws of 1965 changing port of the
boundary line between the towns of Auburn and Hook-
sett (full description of boundory lines included in said
article) clarification of this article given by Selectman
Morin who advised that change in boundary lines had
already been acted upon by the General Court with
ratification being necessary by the towns involved.
Moderator stated that vote on this article could be by
either a YES and NO vote or voice vote if there was
no dissension. There being none voice vote called for
and Moderator declared Article 12 adopted by unani-
mous voice vote.
ARTICLE 13
Motion made and seconded that this article be
adopted. Question raised by a voter as to reason for
same. It was explained that under the Federal pro-
gram, if towns did not participate in same, it would
possibly result in failure to procure any Federal funds
9
presently and in ihe future. Voice vote called for by
the Moderator, the result being in the affirmative,
adopting the provisions of Article 13 to participate in
the Urban Planning Assistance Program, and appropri-
ate 54,000.00 as the Town's shore of the total cost.
(Federal grant 58,000.00)
ARTICLE 14
Ralph W. Page moved and it was duly seconded
that Article 14 be adopted to raise and appropriate
the sum of 524,000.00 for the purchase by bid, of a
new front loader, the sum to be borrowed on the
credit of the Town and amortized over a period of six
years, principal yearly payments to be withdrawn from
Capital Reserve Fund of the Town. Question raised as
to need and use of the equipment covered by this
article. Answered by Bernard Zaporo, who explained
various uses. and that some would include a bock-hoe.
Moderator called for voice vote on the motion, which
was in the affirmative and so declared.
ARTICLE 15
Upon motion of Robert Tuttle, duly seconded, it was
voted to adopt the Emergency Succession Ordinance
affecting all Town Officers as defined in RSA 108A and
printed in the warrant in its entirety.
ARTICLE 16
Moved by Harold Murray, duly seconded, it was
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of 5500.00 for
the purpose of conducting a survey in the South Hook-
sett Water Precinct relative to supplying water in that
ARTICLE 17
Upon motion of Harrison Rollins, duly seconded,
it was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
55,000.00 for the purpose of constructing a utility
building at the Little League Baseball Pork, the sum to
be borrowed on the credit of the Town, same to be
amortized over a three year period.
ARTICLE 18
Upon motion of Roland Levesque, duly seconded, it
was moved to adopt Article 18 as read. Question
asked as to whether this article would apply to schools,
churches, service organizations and charitable organiza-
tions. Police Chief Rice said this was not intended. It
was then moved by Francis Gray that section 4 of
this article (last paragraph) be amended to read: No
fee, or permit shall be required for Churches, service
organizations, schools and charitable organizations -
motion seconded and so voted. Another amendment
was offered to change the wording of paragraph 1,
but not seconded. Moderator called for voice vote on
article 18, as amended and some being in the affirma-
tive, was declared adopted.
ARTICLE 19
LIpon motion of Pauline Woodworth, duly seconded,
it was voted to accept the budget as submitted by the
Budget Committee.
ARTICLE 20
Upon motion made and seconded, it was voted to
authorize the fire department to go to the aid of Aliens-
town and Pembroke departments, and to other towns
and cities within the State as provided in RSA 154:24.
Upon motion made and seconded. Moderator de-
clared voting on Articles in the Warrant closed at 9:40
P.M. At this point Selectman Morin, who is vacating
this office after fifteen years service, read a prepared
statement of appreciation of the support given him by
all concerned, following which he was extended a
standing ovation for his long and dedicated service to
the Town of Hooksett.
Total number of ballots cast - 802
For Selectman for 3 years:
Rene A. Gagnon had 104 votes
William H. Lambert had 119 votes
Ray F. Longer had 215 votes
Armand J. Roberge had 335 votes
For Town Clerk:
Joyce A. Emerson had 687 votes
For Tax Collector:
Sarah M. Hardy had 757 votes
For Town Treasurer:
Dorothy M. Squire had 724 votes
For Road Agent:
Bernard M. Zapora had 717 votes
For Overseer of Public Welfare:
Charles E. Woodbury had 729 votes
For Trustee of Trust Funds, 3 years:
Leon C. Boisvert had 692 votes
For Trustee of Public Library, 3 years:
M. Lee Harvey had 690 votes
For Budget Committee, 3 years:
John E. Beale had 497 votes
Donald M. Botsford had 333 votes
Arthur J. Locke had 417 votes
Leon E. Pearson had 455 votes
Vote on Article 2 - "Shall the Subdivision Regula-
tions as proposed by the Planning Board be adopted
for this town?" YES 390 NO 250
Regulations were printed in full in the 1965 Town
Report and two required public hearings we re previous-
ly held. Copy of proposed Subdivision was on file in
the Town Clerk's office from January 10, 1966 to cover
statutory requirements.
Vote on Article 3 - "Shall Proposed Amendment to
the Town's Zoning Ordinance Relative to Airport Zon-
ing as submitted by the Planning Board be adopted
by this town?" YES 451 NO 180
Copy of proposed Airport Zoning Ordinance on file
in Town Clerk's office and required hearing previ-
ously held on this subject.
Those officers for whom a majority of votes was cast
as well as those unopposed, were declared elected by
the Moderator and were duly sworn to office, fol-
lowing which, the Moderator, upon motion so to do,
declared meeting adjourned at 1 1 :55 P.M.
Charles R. Hardy
Town Clerk





Sarah Hardy - Tax Collector for 18 years
Resigned from Office January 1 , 1967
Charles Hardy - Town Clerk for 37 years




To Ail Residents of the Town of Hooksett:
Once again It Is our privilege and pleasure to submit herewith our annual
report on the state of municipal affairs in the Town of Hooksett for the year
1966.
(1) Taxes--Although the 1966 tax rate was substantially higher than In
1965, our rate of residential growth was perhaps the greatest of any year In
the history of our town. Approximately one hundred new homes were added
to the tax role for 1966. The rise in the 1966 rate was due to a combination
of two factors; (a) a sharp decrease in Commercial evaluation due to the re-
moval of Raytheon Co. andSwartout& Co. and (b) a considerable rise In the
amount of the School District Budget. It is the considered opinion of the
Boardof Selectmen that we will regain theCommercial losses of 1966 in 1967
with the addition of The General Electric Co. and The General Cable Co.
added to our list of Commercial enterprises. The residential growth of 1965
has been sustained throughout 1966.
(2) Articles in the 1966 Warrant—All articles In the 1966 Warrant which
were voted upon in the affirmative have been Implemented according to the
provision of the same. Article 8, raising and appropriating the sum of
$1,475,800.00 for financing a Municipal Sewage Disposal System has been
acted upon. An excellent progress report, prepared by the Board of Sewer
Commissions appears elsewhere In this book. Article 12, pertaining to the
Hooksett-Auburn Town Line was voted for in the affirmative, a similar article
inserted In the Auburn town warrant was voted upon In the negative as a re-
sult the town line remained In Its past position. The Hooksett Selectmen and
Auburn Selectmen then took the necessary steps to correct the tax roles and
service responsibilities of the respective towns, it is with regret that we have
lost as citizens, several families located in this area.
Article 13 raising and appropriating the sum of $4,000.00 as the towns'
share of $12,000.00 (Federal Grant $8,000.00) to participate In the Urban
Planning Assistance Program was voted upon In the affirmative. The Imple-
mentation of this article was turned over to the Planning Board, a report of
their activity appears elsewhere In this book.
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The new frontend loader purchased under Article 14, has been an excel-
lent" addition to our Highway Department equipment, the value of this machine
has been especially shown in the snow plowing operation involving school
and church parking lots.
The five hundred dollars appropriated under article 16, for the use of the
South Hooksett water precinct in helping the precinct to institute engineering
surveys relative to the procurement of water for that area, has been used to
good advantage by the commissioners of the precinct.
The Utility Building, constructed on the site of The Little League Base
Boll Park with funds appropriated under Article 17, has been a welcomed
addition to growing and successful town recreation program.
(3) Services--The Board of Selectmen wish to take this opportunity to
thank Mr. Bernard Zapora of the Highway and Scavenger Department, Chiefs
Collerette and Law of the Fire Departments, Chief Rice and Deputy Chief
Noletteof the Police Department fortheir fine spiritof Cooperation with this
board In maintaining the high level of accomplishment in service Involving
their departments, surely these services are a distinct factor in the growth
and progress of this town.
(4) Planning and Development—As the population of the Town of Hooksett
increases, as the demand for more and better service grows, as our school
situation becomes more complex so there must be the need for future plan-
ning to keep pace. Our planning board has thus become a major factor in
the development of the Town of Hooksett. We are indeed fortunate that we
have commanded the services of this group of dedicated men under the chair-
manshipof Mr . Warren Harvey . The dutlesof the planning board in the future
will of necessity become more complex, they will be charged In conjunction
with the board of selectmen with the administration of the Town Subdivision
ordinances, their advice and recommendation will be sought In the procure-
ment of Federal and State matching funds, they will represent the town on
Regional Planning Commissions and lastly in order that we may maintain
13 - orderly growth and development and a somewhat stable tax rate, their services
will be lequired in an Increasing spiral.
(5) In Memoriam--ln the past year theTown of Hooksett was saddened by
the death of two of its outstanding citizens . Mr . John B . Mulaire of Hooksett
Village and Mr. Arthur Donoti of South Hooksett.
Mr. Mulaire, a life long resident of Hooksett will be remembered for his
many years of service as the Town Health Officer and for the years that he
represented the Town as a member of the State Legislature. Mr. Mulaire 's
contributions in service, to his state, town, church and neighbors was in the
best tradition of good citizenship.
Arthur Donati, had been a resident of the Town of Hooksett since 1930.
The avocation of Mr. Donati 's mature years consisted largely of efforts to
make the Town of Hooksett a better place in which to live, his activities in
helping to pioneer our present school system and his untiring efforts to bring
new industry to this town are but a few of his countless endeavors to be of
service to his community.
(6) Conclusion—The continuing steady growth and development of the
Town of Hooksett precludes any definite future scheme of municipal pattern.
On the other hand we can be reasonably sure that we will continue to grow
and as a result we should be ever mindfull that it will be necessary to anti-
cipate the needs occasioned by this growth many years in advance, if we are
able to accomplish this, then we will have achieved progress and this Town
will continue to be an attractive community in which to live.
• As we bring this letter to an end, your board of Selectmen certainly hope
that you have found this Town Report to be of sufficient interest to sharpen
your thoughts as to the welfare of your town. The expression of your thoughts
con be of inestimable value in the administration of the Town of Hooksett.
Town Meeting will be held on Tuesday, March 14th. The polls will open
at ten o'clock in the morning and articles of the warrant will be taken up at









Once again, the Budget Committee was gratified to see the obvious devo-
tion of the various public servants of the Town of Hooksett, N- H., to the
task of providing the best possible facilities and services for all Citizens for a
minimum of tax dollars. Pt seems very unlikely that a more conscientious group
could be found in the State. Many of these persons serve for little or, in many
cases, no compensation and, very often, with little recognition for their ef-
forts. We feel that they should be congratulated for the fine job they are
doing.
Although attendance at the Open Budget Hearing on February 6, 1967, was
improved over the prior year by about 50%, we feel that not nearly enough of
the Citizens of the Town are availing themselves of the opportunity to really
learn what makes our Town "tick" from a financial standpoint. Based on sug-
gestions offered at the hearing last year, we provided a booklet containing
detailed 1966 expenditures and requested Budgets for 1967, forall Departments,
just as they are submitted to us for action. We asked that those persons pres-
ent raise any and all questions or make any comments that they felt were per-
tinent. All, or most, of the Departments were represented so that all questions
were answered accurately and when the meeting adjourned at 11:30 p.m., a
very highly informed group of Citizens and Voters left to return to their homes.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank those who were able to attend
and to encourage those who were not, to attend future hearings. There is no
better time or place to become informed about the government of your Town,
it's services and their cost -- not even at the Town Meeting will anyone have
the opportunity to gain so much insight into the intimate details of the opera-
tion of the Town.
»«^^pi
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The Budget Committee was faced with several difficult and distasteful de-
cisions this year in our attempts to determine the "financial wisdom" of certain
Items, when viewed In the light of the overall budget picture and the finan-
cial position of the Town. We found It necessary to moke reductions in cer-
tain areas, as described in the following paragraphs, even though we had no
argument with the basic principle of what was trying to be accomplished,
perhaps if we make a general suggestion to those persons or groups of the Town
who ore contemplating requesting changes relative to Town facilities or ser-
vices, we may be able to moke better progress in the future.
It is our feeling that the Selectmen and other Town officials ore very co-
operative and ore certainly open to suggestions which will enable them to do
a better job for the Town and its Citizens. With this in mind, we respectfully
suggest that persons who desire changes in, or additions to. Town facilities
should contact their Selectmen and Town Officials with their ideas. There are
many public records available which can be of great assistance In formulating
the best approach to makinga change, and a wealth of knowledge and experi-
ence In Town matters is available from Selectmen and other Town Officials.
Regardless of whether or not these people agree with an Idea, personally, we
are certain that they will cooperate with any Citizen by supplying him with
facts, figures and genera! Information which is of Interest. It is even possible
that the parties desiring the change may be furnished with strong enough reasons
that they may wish to drop the matter, or on the other hand, may find that
they have the complete support of their Town officials, which will be of Im-
TTieasurable assistance. To sum-up - -Secure the facts, figures and information
about the subject and secure the opinions of the Town officials, first hand,
as to the reasonableness of the idea so that you may proceed to make a reason-
able and practical suggestion in the form of a Budget item or an Article in the
K a for more efficientTown Warrant. We ore certain that this




Although there Is an overall increase in these Budgets of approximately
$20,000., you will find that $8,000. of the Increase Is due to an emergency
situation described In detail in the Highway Dept. section. In the following
paragraphs, we will attempt to discuss briefly the major items which we feel
are worthy of mention.
Town Officers Ex We think it pertinent to mention, first, that this
caption Is a bit misleading because It tends to make one feel that these funds
ore used to subsidize the expenses of a small group of Town officials— this Is
not so. Those persons who attended the Open Budget Hearing received a de-
tailed listing of the expenditures for the previous year and ore now aware that
this fund covers a very brood area of the expenses of the Town. A $3,000o
increase has been requested and approved, and Is dje to small increases in
many areas too numerous to mention. We are satisfied that the funds will be
spent prudently providing services to the Town's Citizens and in the very Im-
portant task of promoting the Town, so that we may continue to attract new
Industries and families to settle here.
Highway Department; Due to theaccldent which occurred recently, involving
our Rubbish Truck, it was necessary to Increase the Rubbish Collection Budget
by $8, 000. which Is the estimated amount, after estimated Insurance recoveries,
necessary to put a newRubbish Truck into service with the least possible delay.
We approve the amount requested, unanimously.
Under the Item, "New Construction" , an amount of $13,000. has been
requested and approved by the BudgetCommlttee. This represents the estimated
cost to pave newly accepted roads and is certainly a necessary expenditure In
a rapidly growing community such as Hooksett. The adoption of this Item will
also serve to allow the "Resurfacing" item of $6,000 to be used for the purpose
for which it Is intended rather than for new roads as has sometimes been neces-
sary in the past
.
Parks and Playgrounds: A request for a 1967 Budget of $19, 692. was submitted
by this department and the BudgetCommlttee has reduced this figure to $5,310.
which represents an increase over the 1966 Budget of approximately $1 ,000 c Al-
though we cut this Budget request severely , we do not want our action to be con-
strued as criticism of the Parks and Playgrounds Committee because they have
made great progress in the establishment of a continuing, supervised Recreation
Program with necessary facilities during their short existence as a Town deport-
ment .In most coses, we agree with the Idea for the Intended use of the funds re-
quested, but we did not feel that we could justify some of the larger Items frorti
the standpoint of the overall financial burden to be placed on the Town in a
single year. We will attempt to explain, in detail , our reasons for the drastic
reductions in the following paragraphs:
A request was made for $1 ,800. for "Village Tennis Court Wings" which
we deleted completely from the Budget. It was the general feeling of the
Committee that It would be best to attain the renovation of these courts
a step at a time and, since the court is to be resurfaced this year, perhaps
the balance of the projectcan be off until another time so as not to place
too great financial burden In one year on one project.
A request was mode for 3. for "Bleachers for Boll Parks (4)". We ap-
prove this request with one reservatlon-Before the Bleachers are purchased.
It should be definitely determined that the Town can secure the liability
insurance coverage which will be necessary in the use, by the general
public, of this equipment and that the annual cost of the insurance will
not be prohibitive
.
A request was mode for $1 1 ,882. for "Industrial Park Landscaping" which
we deleted completely from the Budget. It is our understanding, that the
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ParksandPlaygroundsCommitree was asked to secure a price to landscape
the area in front of the Park which faces the Daniel Webster Highway and
this request represents the estimated cost of loam, seed, fertilizer, etc,
to install grass such as the type used in a lawn for a residential dwelling..
It is our feeling that experts should be requested to make suggestion and
furnish the estimated cost of various different methods of landscaping or
beautifying this area. It is our opinion that the proposed method of land-
scaping, with grass, is for too expensive from the standpoint of original
cost and cost of future maintenance. We have the further possibil Ity that
we could lose the entire investment In the event that drought conditions
continue in our arecT! TFie thought of making the area more attractive to
Industries which might settle In Hooksett, by making the area more at-
tractive, is an excellent one from the standpoint of Town promotion and
should be followed-up in the future as this is a prime source of revenue
and growth for the Town. Our general feeling is that the task can prob-
ably be accomplished In a more practical and less expensive way, al-
though it Isour understanding that when the request was made to the Parks
and playgrounds Committee It was not presented to them In such a way as
to leave the method open to suggestion.
A request was made for $ 1 , 1 00 .for "Jacob's Park" , which, we understand,
was to be used to completely install a new lawn area to replace the exist-
ing one. We hove reduced the amount to $400. In the Budget with the
recommendation that the reduced amount of funds be used to renovate the
existing lawn rather than replace It. It was the feeling of the Committee
that to tear out an established lawn area is usually a lost resort method of
correcting this type of problem In this day of modern fertilizers, and meth-
odsof top-dressing and reseedlng, etc .to strengthen existing grass and that
we would run less of a risk that the entire area could be lost considering,
again, the possible continuance of the drought and the high cost of main-
taining and encouraging a new lawn area with continuous care.
Article: The request for funds to establish a full-time, four man police force
and purchase an additional police cruiser was disapproved by the Committee.
The Committee agrees that there Is o possibility that the need exists for addi-
tional police officers on a full-time basis, but also agreed, unanimously, that
the plan and amount of funds suggested represented too drastic a plan for ac-
complishment In a single year, .jt is also the opinion of the Committee that
such a plan could be worked out on a more reasonable and practical basis if
done In cooperation with the Selectmen and Chief of Police.
All otherartlcles requesting funds are submitted with <
approval by the maiorlty of the Budget Committee.
ommendatlon for
WATER PRECINCTS
All Water Precinct Budgets were approved , without change, by the Budget
Committee. We would like to call attention, again, to the excellent job being
performed by all of the Precincts, particularly under the drought conditions of





/ater meter installation, which




will tend to make for more
actual consumption rather
The School Board deserves the gratitude of the entire population of the Town
for thelrobvlous effort to submit a conservative and realistic Budget for 1967-
68— It was approved unanimously, without change, by the Budget Committee
.
We would like, particularly, to call attention to the basis used for In-
creases In Salaries In the 1967-68 Budget. They have been based, primarily,
on experience or years in service, which, In our opinion. Is an equitable meth-
od of determining the amount of Increase deserved.
Article ^1-, The request for funds for a walk-In freezer at a sum not to
exceed $6,500. is submitted with a recommendation for approval by the
Budget Committee.
Article ^3: The BudgetCommittee congratulates the School Board for their
foreslghtedness In preparing for the Increased demands upon the Town's
School facilities and recommends approval of their article relative to the
addition to the Village School .
Article H: Althoug can see no reason for objection to the sale of the
ndlcated,it Is the feeling of the Committee that
decision, based upon the
strip of land for the p
the Citizens of the Town should make thel
facts presented by the School Board—constequently we submit this ite
without recommendat'ron.
CLOSING COMMENTS
The entire Budget Committee would like to express their appreciation for
the complete cooperation received from all of the Town Offrdals. The ability
to complete our review of expenditures and proposed budgets during the limit-
ed amount of time available to us depends heavily upon this cooperation and
no Town Official has ever failed to provide It to us.
It Isour sincere hope that we have reviewed the Proposed Budgets fairly and
wisely and have provided the Citizens of the Town of Hooksett, N H . , with
sufficient information to enable them to cast their votes at the Town and School





Richard D. Riley, Chairman








Representative of the Board of Selectmen
Leslie Pike





Representative of the- School
Arthur Sanborn
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OUTGOING - INCOMING - Mrs. Sarah M. Hardy,
seated, and Mrs. Joyce Emerson look up from going
over a Hooksett tax collector's book. Mrs. Hardy, 72,
will retire the first of theyearafter 18 years as Hooksett
tax collector. Mrs. Emerson, who is the town clerk, will
be appointed to finish out Mrs. Hardy's term, Hooksett
selectmen said recently. Mrs. Emerson said she plans







COMPARATIVE CHART SHOWING APPROPRIATIONS
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AND TAXES ASSESSED - 1966
nd Care of Trees
APPROPRIATIONS
Town Officers Salaries
Town Office Administrative Expenses
Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal Court Expenses
Town Hall and Buildings Maintenance
Social Security and Retirement Contributions
Police Department
Fire Dept. - $10,000
Forest Fires 2,500
Blister Rust —Moth Extermina'
Insurance
Planning and Zoning, Urban Planning


































































Capital Reserve Fund - to be raised by toxatli
Contingency Fund, So. Hooksett Water Precii
Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividends Tax 3,152.66
Railroad Tax 347.24
Savings Bank Tax 792.56
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal Lands 150.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 931.58
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 3,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,400.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 48,000.00
Income from Trust Funds 1,431.79
Sale of Tax Deeded Property 105.00
Fines and Forfeits - Municipal Court 6,000.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 16.00
Poll Taxes at $2.00 (1966 Warrant) Number 1926 3,852.00
Notes- Little League Bldg. 3,000.00
Int. on Treasurers Cert, of Dep. 1,666,67




TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY
Add: Overlay



















1966 Poll Taxes at $2.00
National Bank Stock Taxes
















Factory Buildings and Land
Factory Machinery
Public Utilities - Gas
Electric
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel
Stock in Trade of Merchants
Stock in Trade of Manufacturers
Boats and Launches - 82
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks























James G . Follansbee, Chairman Board of Selectmen
Leslie M. Pike, Selectman
Oscar Morin Jr., Selectman to March 8, 1966
Armand J. Roberge, Selectman
Sarah M. Hardy, Tax Collector
Charles R. Hardy, Town Clerk to March 8, 1966
Joyce Emerson, Town Clerk
Dorothy M. Squire, Town Treasurer
Charles Woodbury, Overseer Public Welfare
Elmer Miliken, Health Officer
Leon Boisvert, Chairman Trustee of Trust Funds
Anna Boisvert, Trustee of Trust Funds















Hooksett Village Water Precinct 46.00
Philip Lafond, Custodian & Exp. 1 ,141 .51
R.J. DIugosz, Oil 407.57
W. H. Hoyt Inc., Oil 280.85
Morgan Linen Service, Entrance rugs 160.95
Alphonse Lafond, Painting 108.00
Roland Levesque, Labor 3.50
Guy Campbell, (filling urns) 21.00
C. H. Wells, (Paint & pails) 42.43
Rochester Germicide 19.64
Kent Agency of Boston, (Polish & scrubbing machine) 197.61
Emery Woterhouse, (Snow throw) 109.23
Sanfax, (supplies) 100.25
Greelands, (Lawn mower) 120.00




ADVERTISING & REGIONAL EXPENSE
New Hampshire Municipal Ass'n., (dues'
The Coachman, (Business Prospects)




DAMAGE & LEGAL EXPENSE
SpauldingCo. I nc ., (Town Line Maps)
Union Leader Pub., (Public Hearing expense)
Monitor Pub. Co., (Public Hearing expense)
Brown & Saltmorsh, legal supplies
Kathleen Roy, (Mortgage & Transfer cards)
(Notice of Tax Sale)
Woodbury & Woodbury, (Legal Expense)
TOWN HALL & OTHER BUILDINGS


















Treos. St. of N. H., Boat & trailer bks & boat ownership $ 54.50
Municipal Accounting Div., Audit 546.03
Linda Remillard, work on State Appraisal 1 18.91
N. H. Municipal Assn., 24 handbooks & exp. 42.50
N. H. Div. of Welfare, OASI 5.69
Association of N . H. Assessors 30.00
Amoskeag Savings Bonk, box rent 21 .50
Census: Royal Press (cards) $69.00, Granville $67.50, Young
$47.70, Arsenault $136.00, Bullard $15.00 Boisvert $6.00 398.20
Oliva Cusson, 1 steel dog cage 52.00
Wheeler & Clark, dog licenses & supplies 79.74
Star Printing, Town Clerk & Tax Coll . stamps 19.00
University of N . H., Zoning & Planning Seminar 19.00
John Beale, Custodian, Planning Bd . hearings 20.00
Union Leader, Planning Bd . Hearing notice & notice 63.48
Priscillo Beaudin, (clerk for Planning Bd.) 4.50
Barbara Tassie, (clerk for Planning Bd. & Exp.) 44.65
LaVolleys, plant planning bd . & funeral spray 12.48
Dorothy Squire, (sal. & exp. Bd . of Sel . Planning & Zoning Bd.) 3,179.40
Robies Store, (Budget Meeting & Suncook Valley Select.) 57.98
Burpees, (funerals) 28.50
Concord Monitor, paper 27.50
Genevra Laughler, (Town Clerks Dues) 3.00
Tax Coll. Assn., (Tax Coll . dues) 3.00
Homestead Press, Tax Coll . supplies 68.30
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Equity Pub. Co., 6-1965 Sup. to N . H. Rev. Statutes 120.00
Branham Pub. Co. 9.70
Fred Tower, 1966-67 N. H. Reg. 20.60
Toft Business Mach . , supplies 36.79
Eastmans, supplies 56.77
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 70.93
Goodmans, supplies 8.65
James Foiiansbee, mileage, expense and films 76.00
Leslie M. Pike, expense 31 .50
Armand Roberge, mileage & expense 21 .85
K. Roy, Register 6.60
Postmaster, Hooksett, N. H., postage 474.00
Royal Press, printing 295.00
Mar. Don Printing, supplies 48.25
Pitney Bowes, postage meter 70.20
N. H. Buyers Service, (10 films) 19. 9C
A. E. Martel, 2000 Treasurers Checks 80.13
Coachman, (Firemen's meeting $1 14.00-Aprec . nite $295.38) 409.38
Jones Typewriter, (repair) 35.90
Int. Business Mach., (typewriter $454.50-ln5. $37.98) 492.48
Granite State Office Equip., repair 44.65
Charles Hardy, fees on auto permits 792.26
Joyce Emerson, fees on auto permits 1,363.56
N. E. Tel. &Tel. Co. 309.27
L. Bartlett, (listing 5 estates) C. Bourassa (listing 3 estates) .80
Varicks, (silver bowl for Hardy & Morin) 47.90
James DinWoodie, pstg. for Budget 2.90
C. H. Wells, supplies 2.07
Oscar Morin Jr., expense ori sewer pamphlets & town line 47.30
Laurette Morin, (poll & head tax book & clerical work) 350.92
p. Lofond, labor 6.08
C. Woodbury, expense 4.46
Sarah Hardy, expense 28.83
$10,285.49
Laurette Morin, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Cora Hall, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Edith Rice, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Irene Kate, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Lillian Zapora, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Charles Woodbury, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Shirley Casey, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Eli Montminy, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Theodore Lavertue, Ballot Clerk & Exp.
Esther LaChapelle, Ass't. Clerk
Lee Harvey, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Leon Boisvert, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Norma Wiggin, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Charles Woodbury, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Everett Hardy, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Wm. Shackford, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Wm. Miller, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Jennie Zela, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Mabel Guimond, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Patricia Sack, Ass't.Ballot Clerk
Adelard Gagnon, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Priscilla Lemaire, Ass't. Ballot Clerk
Leandre Lambert, Ass't. Ballot Clerk




Roland Levesque, Ballot Box
Royal Press, Town Reports
Boy Scout Troop *292, (Delivering Town Reports)




































Maurice Boisvert, Supervisor Checklist & Exp.
Edna Boisvert, Supervisor Checklist & Exp.
Philip Lafond, Supervisor Checklist & Exp.
George Cook, Moderator & Exp.
Roland Levesque, Asst. Moderator & Exp.
Armand Roberge, Asst. Moderator & Exp.
Charles Hardy, Town Clerk & Exp.
Joyce Emerson, Town Clerk & Exp.
Sarah Hardy, Ass't. Clerk












Hoohetf QjtU^ 0^ tAeCfem
Selected by the Hooksett
Men's Club as Hooksett's
outstanding citizen of 1965
for his many years of unselfish







Once again the Hooksett Salvation Army hod the
great privilege o( helping your neighbors in many
cases of stress and emergency. Through your gen-
erosity, we were able to help 34 times with 42 children
being involved. TheUnitwasabletoprovide furnishings
and clothing because some of you called and let us
know that you had something useful that you no longer
needed. The YPF of the Congregational Church made a
fine collection of canned goods that we were happy to
distribute. The Knights of Columbus provided us with
three very abundant Thanksgiving baskets to give
families who had a need at that time. The Girl Scouts
made scarfs, mittens and slipper socks which we added
to our Christmas gifts. Sunday School childrenfrom the
Congregational Church brought their "white gifts" to us
for distribution. Because our donations were much less
this year, we asked the Dearjead Sportsman's Club for
help, and the ladies came through with gift certificates
for some of our older children.
Through a misunderstanding, many folks in town
thought we were a member of the United Fund that
now encompasses Hooksett and surrounding towns. We
were not this year, but next year we will be a member
and receive our funds from this source. Our annual
Christmas Appeal will still be mailed, asthereore many
who enjoy giving for those who would hove very little
at this happy time of year. Your Salvation Army often
refers many folks to the other agencies of the United
Fund, however, because each organization has its
special job, and we in the Solvation Army Service Unit
have no real training when other than material help is
needed.
We have been very pleased to get many calls this
year from folks who had a concern for their neighbors,
and we were able to give that bit of a helping hand. It
might be suggested that when someone calls at your
door for help, call your Hooksett Unit You provide us
with the funds to take core of these situations. We may
know of the problem and would be better equipped to
help, being part of o very large organization.
Any of the following members may be contacted:
Mrs. Palmer Woodworth 1156 Hooksett Rd.
Mr. Sidney Nichols Farmer Rd.
Mrs. Esther O'Brien Turnpike Rd.
Mrs. Beatrice Bourbeau Elmer Ave.
Mr. James Follonsbee South Main Street
PUBLIC
WELFAllE
REPORT OF OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Charles E. Woodbury
January 1, 1966-December 31, 1966
Old Age Assistance Program andAid to Totally Disabled
The above programs ore financed by Federal, State
and Town Appropriations with the Town paying twenty-
five percent of the total cost of the Old Age Program
and thirty-five percent of the Totally Disabled cost of




Budget recommendation for 1967 5,500.00
Town direct relief expenditures
Reimbursement for child care
Budget recommendation for 1967
Soldiers Aid Program









me VISAING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The services of the VisiHng Nurse Association are
available for all of the residents of Monchester, Auburn,
Bedford, Candia, Goffstown and Hooksett regardless of
cace, creed, or ability to pay. The Association is a
home health agency certified to care for Medicare
patients.
The Visiting Nurse provides bedside nursing care and
treatment according to ttw directions of the patient's
physician. She gives tfie supervision and therapy that
are needed for the rehabilitation of the patient. Instruc-
tion in maternal and infgnt care during pregnancy and
after the baby comes is anottier important service.
The Visiting Nurse is also a hedth teacher who gives
family health gui4Jance.
Mrs. Ethel Parian, R.N. made 98 visits to 27 families
in Hooksett since the United Fund initiated this service in
April 1966.
The [jhysicion, patient, family, or friend moy coll
the Visitir>g Nurse Association for service. Coll
622-3781, Monday through Friday, 8-4:30 p.m., 194
Concord Street, Manchester, New Hampshire.
ANNUAL REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
1966
The Town of Hooksett has answered fifteen Forest
Fire Calls during 1966. A total of 13 1/4 acres was the
area burned. This is 27 l/2acresleS5 than the previous
year. We have also hod four forest fires less in 1 966.
I believe ttKit reduction of Forest Fires or Brush, etc.
was kept down due to the State of New Hampshire
Forest Fire Service putting into effect a lawthot burning
of rubbish or grass and brush must be done before
9:00 A. M. in the morning or after 5:00 P. M. in the
evening. This was done this year and there proved to
be less fires and also the man power for fighting fires
was better during these bui-ning hours in cose a fire
should get out of hand.
The total of Fire Permits issued was 265 tor 1966
which was an increase of 50 permits.
You will note that the expense for fighting forest
fires was not all matched by the State of New Hamp-
shire. The reason for this was that a fire that was be-
lieved to have been in Bow was afterward and surveyed
and it was discovered that 1/3 of the lond was in
Hooksett. This fire was July 21, 1963 to July 29, 1963.
The total cost to fight this fire was $3,257.03 and our
share of cost of this fire which was paid to Bow was
Jl ,065.68, without the State sharing any of the amount
because this fire occurred three ydors ago.
Expenditures:
Lyons Iron Works (Steel for tank
Of) Forestry Truck) tl 05.75
8 Back Pumps fiberglass, 12 14 qt, pails, 6 axe
handles, 4 single bit Collins axes, 6 brass
nozzles Total 145.67
Paid Town of Bow (Share of 1 963 fire) 1 ,065.68
All other Forest Fires 1 ,900.56
Refund: Sharing cost from State
Forest Service
Total Appropriation for 1966









The Zoning Board of Adjustment is comprised of
five members-Chairman; Adelord Gagnon, Guy Camp-
bell, Paul Howe, Melvin Johnson and Gilbert Fay.
Seven monthly meetings have been held and thirty-
one requests for variance have been brought before
the Zoning Board during 1966. ( nos. 156-186 inc.)
Fourteen special trailer permits and renewal trailer
permits have been applied for.
Five requests to install and maintain signs and one
request for a sign replacemeot.
Five requests for zoning regulation changes.
Four requests tor side line variances and one re-
quest for variance of lot size.
One request for removal of top soil.
Zoning meetings are scheduled to be held on the
third Tuesday of each month when there ore requests
to be brought before the Board. These meetings are
held at the Conference Room of the Town Municipal
Building.
Respectfully submitted,





Shortly after the Town Meeting, 1966, a bill was
introduced in Congress increasing the Federal Grant
under Public Lay 660 for the treatment plant and main
interceptor from 30 percent to 40 percent and possibly
50 percent. The application for Federal Grants was
submitted to the New Hampshire Water Pollution Con-
trol Commission, but as any contract awarded prior to
the passing of thebillwould notquolifyfor the increased
grant, the application was held until the final wording of
the bill was known and the bill was passed. Based upon
the original draft, it was assumed that bids could be
token in late fall, 1966 and that construction could start
in spring 1967.
The act as finally passed, provides that the Federal
Grants under Public Low 660 will be increased from
30 percent to 40 percent if the river is not classified
and to 50 percent if the river is classified. The New
Hampshire Water Pollution Control Commission called
for the necessary public hearings and plans to classify
the Merrimack River without delay. The Town will
therefore qualify for 50 percent Federal Grant and for
40 percent State Grants, or for a total grant of 90 per-
cent of the costs of the main interceptor end the treat-
ment facilities. The increase in grantwill bring the Town
additional Federal funds estimated at about
$350,000.00.
The only draw-bock is that the additional grants be-
come effective on July 1, 1967. Therefore the applica-
tion for grants, though filed in 1 966, cannot be processed
until July 1, 1967 or the Town would lose these
5350,000.
After the Federal Government approves the scope
of the work which qualifies for Federal Grants under
Public Law 660, on application will be filed for ad-
ditional Federal Grants under the HUD program, for
the construction of the laterals. Laterals are sewers not
classified as main interceptors. They are mostly sewers
in side streets. The HUD grants amount to 50 percent
of the construction costs (not of the total costs) and they
are applicable only to those laterals which con be ex-
tended.
We were informed that the fown of Hooksett will be
the only community in New Hampshire, which will re-
ceive these increased Federal Grants for the fiscal
year. This was made possible because due to the for-
sightedness of the Board of Selectmen theworkis ready
for bidding and because the Town appropriated its
shore of the construction costs.
The Grant application will be processed after July 1
,
1967, and it is now expected that the work will go out
for bidding towards the end of 1967.
Respectfully submitted,






Hooksett Civil Defense has taken a step forward with
the installation of two new warning systems located at
the fire house at each end of town. Results testing this
new equipment hove been very gratifying with only a
few revisions needed at the north end.
The siren has three different signals that it emits.
The air-raid warning signal is a long steady blast for
3 minutes. The take cover signal is a wabbling tone
with high and low tones and the fire signal a series
of short blasts. Learn to identify these signals for they
can be the difference between life and death.
The Mount St. Mary College shelter has been up-
graded to 580 available spaces and supplies hove been
moved in to take care of any emergencies.
You can plainly see that our town is in desperate
need of foil out shelters. Without public shelters avail-
able it becomes the responsibility of each homeowner
to construct a shelter in his home and this con be done
for surprisingly little cost.
I would like to remind families that they should con-
duct frequent fire and air-raid drills in their homes,
these drills can save lives. Stock on area in your home
with food and first-aid supplies and spare batteries for
a transistor radio. All emergency broadcasting will be
over station WFEA in Manchester. This station has been







To the Board of Selectmen and the citizens of the
Town of Hooksett:
The Recreation Commission has completed several
projects in various fields of recreation this year. Co-
operation of school and town officials, private citizens
and various businesses has made these programs
possible.
At the Village School a little league size baseball
field and a tuli "lize baseball field were completed
and maintained in good playing condition. A utility
building allotted through the town warrant was put up
at the site and used to a good advantage. The Hooksett
Youth Athletic Association, a volunteer group of citi-
zens, organized one hundred twenty three boys from
age eight through sixteen years into eight baseball
teams fully equipped and uniformed to moke good use
of these fields. Projected plans for upkeep and further
development in this area is planned.
A swimming program was initiated this year to get
our children into the Red Cross swimming instruction
courses at the Livingston Pool in Manchester. Applica-
tions were put out at the three schools and approxi-
mately one hundred eighty children responded and
participated. The children were picked upatconvenient
bus stops by the school buses and returned after their
lessons. Plans are to continue this program another
year.
New fencing was installed at the Lincoln Park tennis
courts and was enjoyed by many tennis players in
the area.
Janitor service at the Memorial School was paid for,
for use of a group of Hooksett High School boys that
played in an independent basketball league in the
Manchester area.
Plowing and flooding of the skating areas at Lincoln
Park and the Village tennis court was carried out as
usual within the limitations of the weather.
General maintenance of the ballparks, the skating
and tennis areas, Jacobs Park and the Hooksett Heliport
was carried out with much more work being done than
shows in the budget.
1966 EXPENDITURES
Completion of four dugouts at
baseball fields
Installation of tennis court fence
at Lincoln Pork
Swimming Program
Paving Village tennis court
(partial payment)
Maintenance:
Public Service Co. of N.H.























River Rood Cemetery accepted as a Town Cemetery
March 1893.
Voted to build tomb in Heads Cemetery March 1893.
Voted to build tomb in Martins Cemetery March 1896.
Library Trustees first elected in 1893.
First street light voted to be installed in 1885.
First Schoolmeeting held March 20, 1886.
Hooksett Village Fire District set up and bounded on
March 12, 1887.
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Trailer in Parks 103
Property Cords ,1958 1431
Properly Cards 1966-1910
Due to numerous calls during the
printed for your convenience.
CEMETERIANS €OMMIS!$IOX REPORT
FOR THE YEAR OF OUR LORD 1966
The first order of business in this, our report to the
citizens of Hooksett is . . .
Sincere gratefulness to our Hooksett Women's Club--
for their thoughtfulness, generosity and labor in ac-
complishing such beautiful job of changing an old
delapidated schoolhouse into a useful and handsome
chapel and sanctuary for our bereaved at a time when
people need help, consideration and kindness.
On Sunday, May 15th, 1966-- Rev. Rene Constant,
pastor of Holy Rosary Roman Catholic Church and Rev
William Heinrich, Minister of the Hooksett Congregation
al Church dedicated this one room former schoolhouse
built in 1839 into an interdenominational chapel. Mrs
Lionel F. LaPlante was chairman of the committee on
renovations, and Mrs. Laban McCormish was co-chair-
man. Felicitations to all of the women on this project,
organized under Mrs. D. Everett Allen, former pres-
ident of the Hooksett Women's Club.
150 people have signed the guest book at the
chapel In 1966. We also have had one funeral service
there at the request of the deceased. And, we have had
renewal of wedding vows blessed and performed by
Rev. Heinrich there last fall.
The Cemetery Commission is in charge ofthischapel
building and we have appointed Mrs. LaPlante ad-
ministrator with Mrs. George Robie co-administrator
and treasurer along with other women on the com-
mittee. These fine ladies are still accepting gifts for the
Chapel Fund. They have plans for more modifications
and would like to perform these in 1967 and later years.
The townspeople as a whole are also to be thanked-
for, town funds installed the electricity, laid the carpeting,
and bought other necessary items.
The chapel is open to the public weekdays whenever
the caretakers are in the area. Sundays and Holidays
it is open from 10:00 a.m. until darkduring the summer
months.
The road at Head's New Developmentwas completed
this year. It consisted of approximately 765 linear feet
of roadway that had to be excavated; loam had to be
distributed properly; excavation and grading was also
done where needed. Six Inches of gravel was its base,
then the paving of the area with 2" Type 'I' asphalt ~
1 " bindercourseand 1 "surface course. Also 9 entrances
to the cemetery were graded and paved.
At Martin's cemetery, Mr. Vincent's men continued
rotor-tilling roads we have found to be of no value,
loomed these, and graded, fertilized and seeded them.
So now we hove more plots within this cemetery, and
it also has mode a significant transition in its beauty.
Thanks to Mr. Gould, Mr. Vincent and all of our
cemetery caretakers. And last but not least all of you
wonderful citizens of our town for your cooperation, in




Lionel F. LaPlante, Chairman of
Cemetery Commission
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HEADS CHAPEL DEDICATION at Hooksett was held in May l966. A
brick one room schoolhouse, built in 1839, and in most recent years used as
maintenance storage facility for the cemetery was converted into an inter-
denominational chapel as the President's project of the Hooksett Women's
Club. Shown left to right are: Mrs. Robert Morin, Mrs. George Robie, and
Mrs. Laban McCormish, co-chairman, members of the committee on renova-
tions; Rev. Rene Constant, pastor of Holy Rosary Roman Catholic Church;
Rev. William Heinrich, minister of the Congregational Church; Mrs. Lionel
p. LoPlante, choirman; and Mrs. D. Everett Alien, president of the Hooksett
Women's Club. (Photo by McQuIllen)
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SOUTH HOOKSETT FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
1966 I submit the fol loTo begin ourannual report for the year
ing statistical information which might be of Interest.
A total of 49 alarms were received during the year and in answer-
ing these alarms a total of 908 manhours were needed of the department
members. Fires involved property with dn estimated value of $145,-
800.00 and with an estimated loss on this property amounting to $4,-
900.00. In addition the department answered four calls for mutual aid
assistance, one each to Hooksett Village, the City of Manchester, and
the Towns of Allenstown and Pembroke.
Sixteen alarms were for brush and forest fires, the largest of which
required 151 manhours to extinguish. This fire was located in the rear
of the Sky Ray Outdoor Theater.
Improvements to the Department equipment this year Included two
additional home receiver sets to bring the total now In service to six.
It is our hope to eventually have all members so equipped. Also con-
sidered an Important Improvement was the electrification of two boost-
er reels on Engine "^1 , our first out unit. We believe this to be very
important especially during the daytime alarms when department per-
sonnel Is limited. In continuing to build up our fire hose supply we
were able to purchase an additional 500 feet of 1 1/2" double jacket
hose to bring our supply of this size hose to almost adequate supply.
Approximately 1,500 feet of 2 1/2" hose is still needed to bring this
size of hose to the amount needed.
We believe it to be appropriate at this time to mention that our
Engine ''S (Tanker) unit is rapidly becoming unserviceable and some
thought should be given towards Its replacement .This tanker Is a 1939
model which makes It 27 years old and is old enough that replacement
parts are not available and It Is therefore becoming dangerous to be
driven at high speeds upon the highways. Some definite action Is con-
templated for next year.
Four of our members attended the fire training school In Laconia,
New Hampshire thisyear. Deputy Chief Leon C Boisvert and Captain
Enver J. Silkman were awarded certificates on Fire Department Ad-
ministration- Firemen Norman Morrlssette and Darryl Wagner were
awarded certificates on Fire Fighting.
After many yearsof service with the department It was with sad re-
grets that we accepted the retirement of Oscar Morin Jr. Mr. Morin
was honored at the regular meeting of November 1966 and was at that






epted during the year. Resigning frorr
andes,Albert Labonville, Robert Morir
As a replacement for the resignations mentioned above five new
members were appointed as regular firemen. They are Robert F. Gon-
zales, Donald E. Vol Mere, Kenneth Silkman, Paul Larocque and Mar-
cel Labonville. All members attended the required training course
prior to appointment.
A total of 38 permits were Issued for the installation of power oil
burner equipment. Ofthlstotal 5 required re-Inspectlon before op-
erating permits could be issued.
Alfr. J. Law, Chief
SOUTH HOOKSETT FIRE DEPARTMENT
19 Cooker Avenue
Hooksett, New Hampshire
REPORT OF EXPENDITURES FOR 1966
Appropriation for 1966
Expenditures:
New England Tel & Tel Co.
Public Service Co. of N.H.
Heating of Building






















3 ea. safety belts $ 53.75
1 ea. water coolei- 10.34
3 ea. safety belts 54.88
2 ea. ten-ten radio Recv. 269.00
2 ea. elec. booster reels
w/rollers 580.00
500 ft. li" D. J. Hose 450.00
500 ft. li" Forestry Hose 300.00 1,717.97
Lunches (Fire & Meet nq) 123.33
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
UNAPPROPRIATED BALANCE
epiacement Items inclu de;
1 case Wet Water Cartridges $ 95.15
1 ea . T . V . Antenna 12.48
3 ea. Axe Handles 3.12
3 ea. Batteries 14.53
6ea. C02 Cartridges 49.17





REPORT OF EXPENDITURES - 1966
1966 Budget
Expenses for oil Cemeteries:
Martin Ferry, engineer & asst . (Head's - new road)
Public Service Co. (Chapel)






Dunbar Farm Equip. Co. (2 mowers for Martins, 1 for others) 314.25
LaValleys Flower Shop (Memorial Day flowers) 37.50
Auto Electric (supplies) 15.34
Royal Press (Cemetery lot deeds) 12.25
Manchester Paving Co. (Head's-new development) 2,999.35
Kenneth Huey (truck storage in his born) 40.00
Payroll 100.23
Expenses for Head's, Riverside and Cate Cemeteries:
Mobil Oil, K&D Texaco & Lemoine Garage (gas) 10.85
R. Zapora Const. Co. (5 drums) 25.00
Dunbar Equip. Co. (mower) 114.75
Stan's (4 gals, paint) 13.52
A. E. Beauchesne(loam) 16.00
Hooksett Gulf (truck inspection & repair) 53.90
Bailey Auto Sy. (battery for rider mower) 15.19
Payroll 776.73
Expenses for Martin's Ferry Cemetery;
Mobil Oil (gas) 18.62
McKenzie Motors (truck) 850.00
McKenzie Motors (inspection & repairs) 1 1 .35
Dunbar Equipment Co. (repairs for truck) 7.75
Dunbar Equipment Co. (sharpen & check mower) 10.61
R. E. Beauchesne (loam) 96.00
Merrimack Farmers (44"; commercial timothy) 15.40
LeMoines Garage (truck repair) 15.95
Oscar Duhaime (1 load loam) 15.00
Auto Electric Co. (Beacon battery for 1958 Chev. truck) 13.69
Payroll 1,147.50
$7,235.37
- INVENTORY OF CEMETERIES -
1 - Dodge i ton truck 1960
1 - Chevrolet 5 ton truck 1958
4 - 3 hp Goodoll mowers
1 - 7^ hp Simplicity self-starter Rider mower
1 - Lime spreader
1 - 3 hp Burnham rotor-tiller
Miscellaneous hand tools, rakes, shovels, sickles, scythes, hoses, oil and
spark plugs.
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ARAH W. PRESCOTT LIBRARY
1966 FINANCIAL REPORT
Balance on hand January 1, 1966
Receipts:
Town Appropriation
Interest on Trtjst Funds
Hooksett Woman's Club
Interest, Book N. 18927
Transferred from Savings Acct.
Amoskeag Savings Bank to Savings



















































































FIRE DEPARTMENT NO. 1
HOOKSEn VILLAGE FIRE DEPT. NO. 1
1966 REPORT
During 1966 this Department answered forty-five
alarms. This is an increase of seven alarms over 1965.
12 Brush and Forest Fires
5 House Fires
1 Electric Motor in Gravel Plant
1 Washing Machine Fire
10 Cor Fires
6 Mutual Aid Fires
7 Calls for use of resuscitator
3 Still Alarms
During 1966 we have inspected the installation of
forty-four new oil burner heating equipment. We
found nine not within the requirements. These were
corrected and reinspected.
The roof on the Fire Dept. No. 1 Station was leaking
very badly so a new gravel pock roof and cap all
around were added and the cost of some was J960.00.
This job is guaranteed for thirty years.
In 1966 we have painted all the inside of the Station
and this coming year we are hoping to paint the out-
side. The Civil Defense hove installed a new Warning
Signal and hope this will serve as a warning of Fire,
Air Raid or any emergency that may take place.
At this time I would like to thank all my Officers and
men for the wonderful cooperation given me during
the year, such as painting the station and standing by
at the station on Saturday and Sundays during High
Fire index. I would also like to thank my Deputy Mr.
Gerard Lambert and his wife for the wonderful coopera-
tion in serving the Public by answering the phone for
fire colls when most men are out of Town during work-
ing hours.
Respectfully submitted,
Alfred Collerette, Fire Chief
HOOKSETT VILLAGE FlkE DEPT. *]
ANNUAL REPORT OF EXPENDITURES
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Budget Appropriation for 1966
Refund Credit for 1966
EXPENDITURES
New England Tel. & Tel . Co.
Public Service Co. of N . H.
Heating of Building












2 New Oxygen Tanks for resuso-itotor
1 Set of chains for Dodge truck
6 Battery and light brackets
500 feet of 1 1/2" double jacket hose
2 10 feet aluminum ladders
1 Double female adapter 4 1/2" N.S.T.
,1 set of 2 1/2" coupling
1 Circle D. *150 Floodlight 200W
1 Set of hubbell twist lock connectors,
1 Double female adaptor 1 1/2" LPT.
1 5 Gal . of Steven Penetro wet
1 50 feet of Special Heavy Duty 2 1/2" Hose 15' and 35'
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS :
Labor to fill walls and paint ceiling
Paint, Tile and Tile Cement
6 Aluminum Combination Windows






































REPORT OF BUILDING PERMITS
New one family houses 65
New two family houses '
Residential Additions & Alterations 16




Commercial Garages • •__3_
Total Permits issued 116
LIBRARY REPORT
The Library again enjoyed a good year, with a total circulation of
well over five thousand books. One thousand and fifty nine (1^059)
books were on loan to us through the State Bookmobile, and sixty six
(66) direct loans were made through the State Library at Concord . One
hundred and sixty seven (167) books were added to the collection. A
few were gifts, the rest were purchased. Last summer some willing
workers from the local Woman's Club started the tedious job of cata-
loging the books in the Library. This was never before done in^e
history of the Library, and it will be many months before it will be
finished, since there are about forty-four hundred (4,400) books to do.
We are grateful for their assistance, and anyone who would like to
contribute any time to this project has only to mention that fact and
we willbe glad to odd them to the crew. It doesn't take an expert,
but it helps if you can type
.
New chairs hove been purchased, and we now have a sign out
front. What we realty need next is more space.
The Library is now open on Wednesday evenings from 7-9, as well
as Saturday afternoon from 12-4.
We invite your patronage .
Evelyn L. Howe, Libn
MUNICIPAL COURT
Cash balance January 1, 1966
Court receipts through December 31 , 1966
Returned to Motor Vehicle Department



















Cash balance December 31, 1966 $ 295.63
Report Of The Road Agent
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and Citizens:
I herewith submit for your approval my fourth annual report as Road Agent
for the year ending December 31 , 1966.
RUBBISH COLLECTION
Rubbish pick-up still is on the increase due to additional homes.
The town dump is opened Thursdays, Fridaysand Saturdays, from 9;00 a.m.









We have used 623 tons of sand and gravel, 144 tons of salt and 35 tons of
cold patch, plant mixed asphalt for the upkeep of the town roads.
Labor $10,723.51 Budget Appropriation $17,500.00
Loader and truck hire 2,795.00 Credits 2,955.75
Materials & Supplies 6,837.50 $20,455.75
$20,456.01
SUMMER
We have used 1 ,034 tonsof sand & gravel and 176 toris of plant mixed as-
phalt. Three new man holes have been added and 140 feet of culvert pipe has





Loader & truck hire




New Equipment for 1966
NEW CONSTRUCTION AND RESURFACING
Laying asphalt and curbing on Reading St. circle Asphalt on corner of
Highland Street and Granite Street— Asphalt on corner of Highland-Street




Plant mixed asphalt on Goonan Road, Scott Avenue, Berry Hill R
White Hall Terrace.
Purchase of Crush bank run from Manchester Sand, and Gravel anc
























Truck hire and labor $ 915.50 Budget Appropriation $ 1 ,000.00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT INVENTORY
1948 Austin Western Grader
1948 Snow wing & doz^r blade
1957 Battery Charger
1958 Garage type Compressor
1958 Air Grease gun
1966 Snow blower
1959 Air wrench 1" drive
1966 Ford dump truck
1963 Mack dump truck
1962 Diamond T. Load packer
1963 Gas powered sander
1964 Gas powered salt loader
1964 Viking snow plow
1965 Chain savy
1965 Lawn mower
1966 Michigan 2 yd. front end
loader with backhoe
1 Heavy duty floor type hydrajic jack
1 Good Roads two way snow plow
1 9 ft. Frink wing
1 10 ft. Frink wing
1 1/2 ton Chain Fall
A new Ford dump truck was purchased through the State Purchasing Agency
for $3,554.45. This was paid for out of budgets from Summer and Winter ap-
propriation









Bernard M. Zapora, Road Agent
Planning & Developing
Committee
The past year has been an active one for Planning Board members
Warren Harvey, Chairman, Albert Beauchesne, Co-chairman, Ralph
Page, Nelson Lambert, Roland Levesque, Ronald Therrien and Armand
Roberge . Fifteen regular meetings, seven special meetings and several
Public Hearings on requests for zoning amendments have been held
since March of 1966.
The Subdivision Ordinance was adopted by the voters at the 1966
Town Meeting. Several new subdivision plats have been submitted to
the Board under these regulations. After March of 1967 all incom-
pleted portions of previously filed subdivision plans will require Plan-
ning Board approval .
The Planning Board interviewed five planning consultants for the
proposed Urban Planning Assistance Program. The firm of Metcalf &
Eddy has been selected but final arrangements are subject to the ap-
proval of additional funds at the 1967 Town Meeting.
InOctoberof 1966the Town of Hooksett was invited to participate
in the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission as observers. Mr.
Albert Beauchesne and Mr. Conrad Croteou were recommended by the





DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire





Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of the
accounts of the Town of Hooksett for the fiscal year ended December 31
,
1966, which was made by this Division in accordance with the vote of the
Town. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report-
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records of the
Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Library, Muni-
cipal Court and Trustees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Bali Sheets - December 31 , 1965 - December 31 , 1966:
(Exhibit A-1)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1965 and December 31,
1966, are presented in Exhibit A-1 . As indicated therein, the Net Debt in-
creased by $4,999.58 in 1966.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the Town during the
year is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which caused the change in-
dicated therein. These were as follows:
Long Term Notes Issue
Long Term Notes Paid
Net Budget Surplus
Increase in Net Debt




Net Increase $ 4,999.58
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures - Estimated and
Actuol Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 & A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimated and
actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1966, are presented
in Exhibits A-3 & A-4. As indicated by the budget summary (Exhibit A-4),
a revenue surplus of $3,491 .58, plus a net unexpended balance of appropria-
tions of $4,042. 18, resulted in a net budget surplus of $7,533.76.
Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures; (Exhibit B-1)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1966, made up in accordance with the uniform classification
of accounts, is included in Exhibit B-1 « Proof of the Treasurer's balance as
of December 31, 1966, is indicated in Exhibit B-2.
Municipal Court : (Exhibit G)
A statement of the Municipal Court accounts for the fiscal year is included
in Exhibit G.
Statement of Long Term Indebtedness; (Exhibit H)
A Statement of outstanding long term indebtedness as of December 31,
1966, showing annual debt service requirements, is contained in Exhibit H .
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all town officials charged with the custody,
receipt and disbursement of public funds were examined and audited. Vouchers
and cancel led checks were compared with supporting invoices and payrolls as
well as entries in the books of record. Receipts were checked by source in-
41
sofar as possible and totals of receipts and expenditures verified. Book bal-
ances were verified by comparison with reconciled bank balances made from
statements obtained from depository banks ^ Verification of uncollected tax-
es was made by mailing notices to delinquent taxpayers as indicated by the
Collector's records. The amounts of uncollected and unredeemed taxes as
indicated in this report are therefore subject to any changes which may be
necessitated by the return of verification notices.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus:
Thecurrentsurplus{excessof total assets over current liabilities) increased
by $7,533.76, from $18,737.61 to $26,271 .37 in 1966, as shown herewith:













The provisions of Chapter 184, of the Laws of 1955, require that this re-
port or the summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmittal)
shall be published in the next annual report of the Town.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Hooksett for their as-




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
HGF:bim STATE TAX COMMISSION
Edgar O . Pesquera, Auditor
Stephen D. Plodzik, Accountant





This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts and
recordsof the Town of Hooksett for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1966.
Inouropinion, the Exhibits included herewith reflect the true financial con-
dition of the Town on December 31, 1966, together with the results of opera-




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor




A-1 - Comparative Balance Sheets - As of December 31, 1965 and
December 31, 1966
A-2 - Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
A-3 - Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures
A-4 - Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues and
Budget Summary
B-1 - Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
B-2 - Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
C-1 - Summary of Warrants
C-2 - Summary of Tax Sale Accounts
C-3 - Summary of State Head Tax Warrants
D-1 - Statement of Town Clerk's Account - Charles R. Hardy - Period
January 1, 1966 through March 8, 1966
D-2 - Statement of Town Clerk's Account - Joyce A . Emerson - Per-
iod March 9, 1966 through December 31, 1966
Trust Funds;
E - Summary of Trust Fund Principal, Income and Investments
Library:
F - Classified Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Municipal Court:
G - Statement of Municipal Court Account and Proof of Balance
H - Statement of Long Term Indebtedness, Showing Annual Maturities
of Principal and Interest
Surety Bonds:
I - Town Officers' Surety Bonds
EXHIBIT A-2
TOWN OF HOOKSETT
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1966
Net Debt - December 31 , 1966
Net Debt - December 31 , 1965





Long Term Notes Issued
Decreases:
Long Term Notes Paid $16,466.66








As of December 31 , 1965 and December 31 , 1966










Bounties $ 20.50 $ 37.25




Capital Reserve Funds (Contra) 5,655.89 2,459.69
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1965 $ $ 3,943.20
Levy of 1964 12,403.56 1,438.55
Levy of 1963 1,232.59 105.92
Levy of 1962 183.32 73.23
Levy of 1961 40.49
Levy of 1960 36.51
13,896.47 5,560.90
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1966 $ $132,577.45
Levy of 1965 83,053.01 3,412.72
Levy of 1964 1,208.28 362.91
Levy of 1963 337.89 45.88




Uncollected State He(:jd Taxes:





Total Assiets $293,332.27 $286,319.85
Net Debt 12,462.39 17,461 .97
Total Assets & Net Debt $305,794.66 $303,781.82
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Liabilities December 31, 1965 December 31 , 1966
Revised.
Unexpended Balances of Appropriations:
School Tax $261,179.61 $248,984.97
New Equipment 500.00
Sewer Plant Site 2,000.00
Urban Planning 4,000.00
$263,677.61 $252,984.97
Capital Reserve Funds (Contra) 5,655.89 2,459.69
Due Town Clerk Mr. Hardy
a/c Excess Remittance 2.00
Due State of New Hampshire:
Head Taxes:
Uncollected $ 4,000.00 $ 3,870.00
Collected 1,084.00 545.50
Long Term Notes Outstanding;
Town Garbage Truck $ 2,000.00 $
Town Hbl I Improvements 3,000.00
Fire Truck Note - 1964 11,200.00 8,400.00
Fire Truck Note - 1965 15,000.00 12,000.00
Little League Park 3,333.34
Front End Loader 20,000.00
31,200.00 43,733.34




; Statement of Appropriations and Expenditurt
isca! Year Ended December 31, 1966
Town Officers' Salaries
Town Office Administrative Exp
Election & Registration
Municipal Court Expenses
Town Hall & Buildings Main!»n<
Social Security & Retirement
Police Department
Fire Department, Including Fori






Dump & Garbage Collection
Town Maintenance - Summer
Town Maintenance - Winter
Street Lighting








Plowing Town Parking Lots














So. Hooksett Water Precinct
Survey Art. *16













From 1965 Unexpended Overdrofts To 1967
$ $ 8,500.00 $ $ 8,500.00 $ 8,155.74 $ 344.26 $ $
9,000 00 73.12 9,073.12 10,285.49 1,212.37
3,500 00 3,5b0.00 3,372.52 127.48
1,650 00 1,650.00 1,458.46 191 .54
3,500 00 112.37 3,612.37 3,492.72 119.65
1,800 00 1,800.00 1,999.44 199.44
9,500 00 12.10 9,512.10 8,870.35 641.75
12,500 00 941 .42 13,441 .42 13,252.12 189.30
500 00 500.00 498.00 2.00
6,500 00 6,500.00 5,846.84 653.16
4,000 00 4,000.00 4,000.00
1,000 00 1,000.00 957.33 42.67
3,145 00 3,145.00 5,086.57 1,941 .57
250 00 250.00 97.29 152.71
100 00 100.00 153.50 53.50
500 00 500.00 157.50 342.50
12,000 00 12,000.00 12,116.32 116.32
17,500 00 1 986.92 19,486.92 19,354.92 132.00
17,500 00 2 855.85 20,355.85 20,456.01 100.16
10,000 00 10,000.00 10,564.67 564.67
4,500 00 116.85 4,616.85 4,600.18 16.67
615 58 615.58 615.58
1,800 00 1,800.00 1,929.41 129.41
5,500 00 437.86 5,937.86 5,253.77 684.09
2,500 00 15.00 2,515.0q 1,317.46 1,197.54
300 00 300.00 145.00 155.00
500 00 500.00 421.04 78.96
4,361 00 4,361 .00 4,296.68 64.32
1,000 00 1,000.00 1,000.00
7,200 00 36.45 7,236.45 7,232.31 4.14
1,000 00 1,000.00 915.50 84.50
5,000 00 5,000.00 5,000.00
6,000 00 6,000.00 6,000.00
1,000 00 1,000.00 847.42 152.58
8,860 00 8,860.00 8,860.00
7 2,000 00 (1) 5 000.00 7,000.00 4,729.66 2,270.34
10,800 00 (3) 11 800.00 22,600.00 16,466.66 6,133.34
2,000 00 2,000.00 3,039.36 1,039.36
200 00 200.00 8,000.00 7,800.00





















(2) 24 000.00 24,000.00 23,760.00 240.00
(4) 30,494.00 30,494.00 30,494.00
$263,679.61 $701,924.03 $77 881.94 $1,043,485.58 $736,458.43 $17,193.98 $13,156.80 $252,984.97
EXHIBIT A-4
TOWN OF HOOKSETT
Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues and Budget Summary




(1) Proceeds of Long Term Notes issued. Expendituri
(2) Proceeds of Long Term Notes Issued.







(4) Grant From the Federal Go





Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Railroad Tax
Reimbursement a/c State &
Federal Lands
Revenue From Yield Tax Sources




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Income From Trust Funds
Sale of Tax Deeded Property
Fines & Forfeits - Municipal Court
Interest on Deposits
Commission on State Head Taxes
Added Taxes
Taxes Committed in Excess of Budgetary
Requirements - Precinct
-Town






















Unexpended Balance of Appropriations
Overdrafts of Appropriations











Classified Si'atement of Receipfs and Expenditures







Notional Bank Stock Tax'5s 16.00
Yield Taxes 1,117.90
State Head Taxes 8,580.00
$524,536.25
Prior Yeors:
Property Taxes $ 78,493.26
Poll Taxes 1,004.00
Head Taxes 3,465.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 13,964.07
96,926.33
Interest on Taxes 3,119.95
Head Tax Penalties 368.50
$ 624,951.03
State of New Hampshire:
Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Railroad Taxes - 1964 Refund
Road Toll Refund
Fighting Forest Fires
Old Age Assistance Recovery
Head Tax Expense Reimbursement
Reimbursement a/c State & Federa
Lands
Refund a/c Overpayment State
Head Taxes
n Local Sources, Except Taxes :
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits & Fees
Fines & Forfeits - Municipal Court
interest Received on Deposits

















Town Hall $ 112 .37
Police Department 12 .10
Fire Department 405 .49







Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Temporary Loans $170,000.00
Long Term Notes Issued 29,000.00
Withdrawals From Capital Reserve 11,800.00
Sale of Town Property 105.00
Grant From U.S. Government - Se;wer Study 30,494.00
Refund From Tax Collector a/c Ove;rpaym,snt
1966 Tax Sale 11.73
241,,410..73
Total Receipts From All Sou rces $ 937,,879 .22
Balance - January 1, 1966 183,,722 .53





Town Officers' Expenses & Clerk's Fees
Election & Registration
Municipal Court
Town Hall & Building Maintenance
Protection of Pe , & Property:
Police Department
Fire Department



















Health Department Including Hospitals
Vital Statistics
Sewer Maintenance









General Expenses of Highway Department





Memorial Day & Other Celebn
Soldiers' Aid
Parks & Playgrounds





$ 97.29 Temporary Loans $ 2,231.66





Outlay for New Construction, Equipment
& Improvements:




$ 615.58 New Equipment 500.00
19,354.92 New Equipment - Front End Loader 23,760.00
20,456.01 South Hooksett Precinct 120.28







Long Term Notes 16,466.66
1,929.41 Capital Reserve Fund 8,000.00
194,466.66
$ 5,253.77 Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
1,317.46 State Head Taxes $ 11,958.50
















Balance -December 31, 1966 136,300.28




Damages & Legal Expenses
Advertising & Regional Associations
Taxes Bought by Town
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds












Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1966
EXHIBIT D-1
TOWN OF HOOKSETT
Statement of Town Clerk's Accounts - Charles R . Hardy
Period January 1, 1966 through March 8, 1966
Balance - January 1, 1966
Receipts During Year
Expenditures During Year





Balance in the Suncook Bank - Per Statement
December 30, 1966 $ 58,774.26





Certificate of Deposit #197 Dated October 24, 1966










Motor Vehicle Permits Issued:
1965 - Nos. 507551 - 507662 $ 511.68
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Summary of Tax Sale Accounts




Cash on Hand - January 1, 1966 $ $ 129.70 $ 119.88 $ 5.25 $ $
Unredeemed Taxes - January 1, 1966 12,403.56 1,232.59 183.32 40.49 36.51
Tax Sale - September 2, 1966 5,603.41
Interest & Costs After Sale 22.23 566.36 164.49 19.77 12.58 13.32
$5,625.64 $13,099.62 $1,516.96 $208.34 $53.07 $49.83
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer:
Redemptions $1,485.21 $11,094.71 $1,191.81 $115.34 $40.49 $36.51
Interest & Costs 22.23 566.36 158.17 19.77 12.58 13.32
Unredeemed Taxes - December 31,1966 3,943.20 1,438.55 105.92 73.23
Cash on Hand - December 31 , 1966:
Principal 175.00 54.74
Interest 6.32




Summary of State Head Tax Warrants









Cash on Hand - January 1 , 1966
Uncollected Head Taxes -
January 1, 1966
Head Taxes Committed to Collector
Added Head Taxes 5.00
Penalties Collected 3.50 .50
$12,880.50 $4,661.50 $187.50 $108.50 $60.50
Head Taxes $8,580.00 $3,360.00 $75.00 $25.00 $5.00
Penalties 20.50 336.50 7.50 3.50 .50
Abatements 395.00 675.00 20.00 55.00 35.00
Uncollected Head Taxes -
December 31, 1966 3,870.00 250.00 85.00 25.00 20.00
Add: Cash on Hand -
December 31, 1966
$12,865.50 $4,621.50 $187.50 $108.50 $60.50




Statement of Town Clerk's Account - Joyce A. Emersc
Period March 9, 1966 through December 31, 1966
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued;
1965 -Nos. 507663 - 507668 $ 48.12













- 499070 34 ,908.78


























ent of Municipal Court Account and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1966










Department of Safety $2,,167.71
Town of Hooksett 4,,750.00





Small Claims Fees 16.25
Incidental Court Expenses — 86.40
7,372.61










Balance in The Suncook Bank -
Per Statement December 28, 1966
Less: Outstanding Checks
Cash on Hand - December 31 , 1966
Due From Bail Account a/c Forfeitures









Arah W. Prescott Library
Classified Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Bala
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1966
Balance - January 1, 1966 $ 498.05
Receipts During Year:
Town Appropriation $1 ,800.00
Hooksett Women's Club 100.00
Interest on Trust Funds 129.41





Books & Periodicals 487.15
Fuel Oil 168.80
New Equipment - Chairs 113.07
Care of Grounds 78.10
Insurance 53.95
Materials, Supplies .& Servi ces — 81.59
1,408.66
Balance - December 31, 1966
Proof of Balance
$1 215.58
Balance in The Suncook Bank -
Per Statement December 23 1966 $ 1 20 .64
Less: Outstanding Checks 60.17
$ 60.47
On Deposit in The Suncook Bank - Book * 18927 1,155.11






ni of Long Term Indebtedness, Showing Annu
of Principal and Interest


















June 28 & December 28
The Suncook Bonk





June 28 & December 28
The Suncook Bank





June 28 & December 28
The Suncook Bank












$2,800.00 $315.00 $ 3,000.00 $450.00 $1,666.67 $133.33 $ 4,000.00 $ 850.00 $11,466.67 $1,748.33
2,800.00 210.00 3,000.00 337.50 1,666.67 66.67 .4,000.00 680.00 11,466.67 1,294.17
2,800.00 105.00 3,000.00 225.00 4,000.00 510.00 9,800.00 840.00







$8,400.00 $12,000.00 $1,125.00 $3,333.34 $200.00 $20,000.00 $4,505.00
NOTE:
Although the Note Issues for the Little League Park and the Front End Loader
Little League Park - December 28, 1966
Front End Loader - December 28, 1966
1 December 28, 1966, a Principal Pa
$1,666.66
4,000.00




Town Officers' Surety Bonds
1966
Number Amount Term Beginning
Town Clerk:
Joyce A. Emerson
Granite State Insurance Company 90-26-82 $10,000.00 March 8, 1966
Tax Collector:
Sarah M. Hardy
Granite State Insurance Company 85-48-30 $26,000.00 March 8, 1966
Town Treasurer:
Dorothy M. Squire
Granite State Insurance Company 85-48-29 $25,000.00 March 8, 1966
Clerk of Court:
Ruth K- Blake I ey
Granite State Insurance Company 86-44-82 $ 5,000.00 January 17, 1966
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Bertha Page
Granite State Insurance Company 86-57-72 $8,000.00 March 10, 1964
Anna M. Boisvert
Granite State' Insurance Company 88-42-79 $8,000.00 March 9, .1965
Leon C . Boisvert
Granite State Insurance Company 85-48-32 $8,000.00 March 8, 1966
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1929 Curtis E. Dalton Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 5/8 4.70 4.70 .00
1929 Mary J. McLa'jghlin Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1929 Julia E. Cbase Amoskeag Savings Bonk 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1929 jDhn L. Mclntire Amoskeag Savings Bank 103.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1929 JdKr H. Farnham Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1930 William Head Manchester Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.65 4.65 .00
1930 Charles Colby Manchester Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .00
1930 Henry F. Kimball Manchester Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.65 4.65 .00
1931 Arthur A. Kimball Manchester Savings Bank 50.00 .00 2.31 2.31 .00
1932 EimaS. Huie Amoskeag Savings Bank 250.00 .00 11.78 11.78 .00
1932 Josie Elliott Corliss Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.76 4.70 .00
1932 Peter C. Kimball Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1933 Hannah Almon Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1933 Aurie McDonnell Manchester Savings Bank 50.00 .00 2.31 2.31 .00
1934 Kathryn Morill Brown Manchester Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.65 4.65 .00
1934 Edward W. Fowler Manchester Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .03
1935 Helen P. Eastman Manchester Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.65 4.65 .00
1935 McAfee Library Fund Library Amoskeag Savings Bank 1000.00 .00 47.06 47.06 .00
1935 Ida B. McAfee Perpetual Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1935 Jennie 1. Fowler Care of Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1935 Henry R. Page Cemetery Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1935 William H. Robinson Lot Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1935 Samuel Head Manchester Savings Bank 50.03 .00 2.31 2.31 .00
1936 Charles B. Rogers Suncook Savings Bank 200.00 .00 4 8.16 8.16 .00
1936 Rebecca Rowe Manchester Savings Bank 150.00 ,00 4 5/8 6.96 6.96 .00
1936 Walter H. Summarsby Manchester Savings Bank 250.00 .00 11.59 11.59 .00
1937 Henry C. White Amoskeag Savings Bonk 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1937 Susan Summersby Manchester Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .00
1937 Martha A. Carbee Manchester Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.65 4.65 .00
1937 George E. Gordon Suncook Savings Bank 150.00 .00 4 6.12 6.12 .00
1937 Edwin A. Tyrell Manchester Savings Bank 50.00 .00 4 5/8 2.31 2.31 .00
1933 Cha-lesA. Bailey Manchester Savings Bank 150.00 .00 6.96 6.96 .03
1938 George W. Fowler Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 4.09 4.09 .00
1938 Fuller 8,Verrill Amoskeag Savings Bank 125.00 .00 4 5/8 5.88 5.88 .00
1939 Scott S. Eastman Amoskeag Savings Bank 125.00 .00 5.88 5.88 .00
1939 Rebecca D. Ta-lton Amoskeag Savings Bank 500.00 .00 23.53 23.53 .00
1939 George W. Clark Amos ':eag Savings Bank 150.03 .00 7.06 7.06 .03
1939 Louis F. Smith Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .03 4.70 4.70 .00
1939 Friendship Lodge lOOF '19 Amoskeag Sovings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .03
60
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1940 Arthur D. Brown Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 5/8 4.70 4.70 .00
1940 Thomas Walker Amoskeog Savings Bonk 175.00 .00 8.24 8.24 .00
1940 Linda S. Vome/ Suncook Savings Bank 200.00 .00 4 8.16 8.16 .00
1940 Charles S. Clark Manchester Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 5/8 4.65 4.65 .00
1940 Hill & Abbott Suncook Savings Bank 150.00 .00 4 6.12 6.12 .00
1941 Richard A. Lontry Suncook Savings Bonk 150.00 .00 6.12 6.12 .00
1941 George A. Robie Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.08 4.08 .00
1941 John C. Dutton Suncook Savings Bank 200.00 .00 8.16 8.16 .00
1941 Woodbury Davison Suncook Sovings Bank ino.on .03 4.08 4.08 .00
1942 P. E. Crooker Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.08 4.08 .00
1942 Amos Rowel 1 Suncook Savings Bank 150.00 .00 6.12 6.12 .00
1942 EInora A. Jones Amoskeag Savings Bank 50.00 .00 4 5/8 2.36 2.36 .00
1943 John C. Dutton, Library Librory Amoskeag Savings Bank 955.71 .00 44.97 44.97 .00
1943 John C. Dutton Perpetual Amoskeag Savings Bank 955.71 .00 44.97 44.97 .00
1943 J. Hoi lis Morgan Core of- Manchester Savings Bank 150.00 .00 6.96 6.96 .00
1943 Maude E. Soule Cemetery Manchester Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .00
1944 Dr. Horace Gage Lot Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 4.08 4.08 .00
1944 Cho-les Emery Suncook Savings Bank 150.00 .00 6.12 6.12 .00
1944 Alice M. Grey Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 .1 4.08 4.08 .00
1944 Samuel Head Jr = Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.08 4.08 .00
1944 John A= Cote N. H„ Savings Bank 500.00 .00 4 1/2 23.21 23.21 .00
1945 W. H.Wilcox Manchester Savings Bank 400.00 .00 4 5/8 18.56 IB. 56 .00
1945 Joel Lund Suncook Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 4.08 4.08 .00
1945 Joseph M. Slater Suncook Savings Bank 175.00 .00 7.13 7.13 .00
1946 Peter Roweil Manchester Savings Bank 150.00 .00 4 5/8 6.96 6.96 .00
1946 John Goult Manchester Savings Bank 300.00 .00 13.91 13.91 .00
1946 Frank E. Cox Library Fund Library Suncook Savings Bank 1000.00 .00 4 40.80 40.80 .00
1948 Fred Stevens Perpetual Manchester Savings Bank 300. OC .00 4 5/8 13.91 13.91 .00
1948 Arthur B. Pitman Care of Manchester Savings Bank 150.00 .00 6.96 6.96 .00
1948 Enoch N. Ela Cemetery Manchester Savings Bank 175.00 .00 8.11 8.11 .00
1949 Edgar F. Carr Lot Manchester Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .00
1950 EmmaG. Flanders Cap. Stock N.E. Tel & Te! 500.00 1. 00 67.81 67.81 1.00
1951 Charles Everett Manchester Savings Bank 100 .00 .00 4.65 4.65 .00
1951 Charles E. Smith Manchester Savings Bank 203.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .00
1951 Edward Cox Manchester Savings Bank 300.00 .00 13.91 13.91 .00
1951 Hooksett School District
Capital Reserve Fund Schools Amoskeag Savings Bank 4,372.47 .00 4,372.47 649.96 236.35 .00 886.31
1952 FredN. Clark Perpetual Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1952 William H. Mitchell Care of Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
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1952 Abraham Mitchell Cemetery Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 4 5/8 9.41 9.41 .00
1952 Daniel W. Garland Lot Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1952 Earle Searles Smith Amosksag Savings Bank 400.00 .00 18.84 18.84 .00
1953 Stephen C» Eastman Amoskeag Savings Bank 75.00 .00 3.54 3.54 .00
1953 Natt Otterson Manchester Savings Bank 230.00 .00 9.29 9.29 .00
1953 jDseph Goss Amoskeag Savings Bonk 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1953 Dr. Theodore M. Togus Amoskeag Savings Bank 150.00 .00 7.06 7.06 .00
1954 Elmer P. Spaulding Amoskeag Savings Bank 150.00 .00 7.06 7.06 .00
1955 Wesley E. Tyrell Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1955 T. W. Knight Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1955 George W. Roble Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1955 William A. Cro-vvford Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1956 Hiram H. Rowe Amoskeag Savings Bank 150.00 .00 7.06 7.06 .00
1956 Clara Belle Rowell Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1957 Kimball & Mitchell Amoskeog Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1957 Nora Burke Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1957 Savory T- Burbank Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1953 Harvey N. Johnson Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1953 George E. Gordon, Jr. Amoskeag Savings Bank 400.00 .00 18.84 18.84 .00
1958 F. Clifford Carter Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1958 Martin & Dakin Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1959 William R. Lunnie Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1959 G. H. Crosby Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1959 Lucinda, Lucy & France; Dovis Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1959 Town of Hooksett Capital
Capital Reserve Fund Expend. Amoskeag Savings Bank 3,400.00 8,000.00 (11,400.00) .00 2,255.89 603.80 400.00 2,459.69
1959 Cho-les R. Eme son Perpetual Amoskeag Savi ngs Bank 500.00 .00 23.53 23.53 .00
1960 William F. Head Care of Amoskeag Savings Bank 1000.00 .00 47.06 47.06 .00
1960 David F. Davis Cemetery Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4.70 4.70 .00
1960 Dickey Cemetery Fund Lot Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1961 Moses Dickey Amoskeag Savings Bank 150.00 .00 7.06 7.06 .00
1961 New Section Heai Cemefery Amoskeag Savings Bank 1800.00 400.00 2,200.00 .00 94.26 94.26 .00
1961 Cha-les W. GreenojgS Suncook Savings Bank 350.00 .00 14.28 14.28 .00
1962 Elliott & Howes Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 14.12 14.12 .00
1962 Charles B. Harriman Amoskeag Savings Bank 250.00 .00 11.78 11.78 .00
1963 Ernest W. Hen-y Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
1963 Thomas Macioiek Amoskeag Savings Bank 1000.00 .00 47.06 47.06 .00
196.3 George R. Kalat Amoskeag Savings Bank 400.00 .00 18.84 18.84 .00
1963 Guy C. Kimball Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00
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1?63 Dorothy M. Stockwell Amoskajg Savings Bank 200.00 .00 4 5/8 9.41 9.41 .00
1964 Harriet Leslie Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 9.41 9.41 .00




Central Hoo'csett Water Precini^t
Amoskeag Savings Bank 100.00 .00 4 5/8 4.70 4.70 .00
Capital Reserve Fund xxxx Sjncook Savings Bank 5,000.00 290.74 4 213.72 .00 504.46
1965 Guy Sterling Perpetual Amosksag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 4 5/8 9.41 9.41 .00
1966 McDuffie Cemetery Fund Core of Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 12.95 12.95 .00
1966 Anderson Cemetery Fund Cemetery Amoskeog Savings Bonk 400.00 .00 9.56 9.56 .00
1966 Pierce & Tibbetts Cemetery Fd. Lot Amoskeag Savings Bank 200.00 .00 3.18 3.18 .00
1966 William F. Wheeler Amoskeag Savings Bank 300.00 .00 4.76 4.76 .00
45,861.89 9,600.00 (11,400.00) 44,061.89 3,197.59 2,666.15 2,012.28 3,851.46
This is to certify that the information contained in this report is complete and correct, to the best of our knowledge and belief.






JAMES VANVLIET Term Expires 1967
Tel. 622-001
1
ARTHUR SANBORN Term Expires 1968
Tel. 485-3710










C . Maurice Gray
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
IN THE TOWN OF HOOKSEH QUALIFIED TO
VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hooksett
Memorial School in said District on the 11th day of
March 1967 at two (2) o'clock in the afternoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
1
.
To see if the District will vote to accept the pro-
visions of Public Law 89-10 (Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965) designed to improve educational
opportunities with particular reference to children of
low-income families, and to appropriate such funds as
may be made available to the District under said
Federal Act for such particular projects as may be
determined by the School Board. Further, to see if the
District will authorize the School Board to make applica-
tion for such funds and to expend the some for such
projects as it may designate.
2. To see if the District will authorize the School
Board to accept on behalf of the District, all Federal or
State Funds for the aid of Education or School Con-
struction, should any such funds become available.
3. To see if the Town will authorize the School
Board to sell a strip of land adjacent to the land owned
by Clarence W. and Marjorie E. Hitchcock on S. Main
Street to Clarence W. and Marjorie E. Hitchcock for
the sum of one thousand dollars (Jl ,000.00). Said land
described as follows: beginning at a stake at the
Northeast corner of the school land Southerly for 25'
along South Main Street, then in a Westerly direction
for 100'; then in a Northerly direction for 25' to the
present boundary line; thence Easterly for 100' to the
point of beginning.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate sum not to exceed six thousand five hundred
dollars (J6,500.00) for the purchase of a walk-in freezer
and refrigerator to be installed at the Underhill School.
This sum to be borrowed on the credit of the Town and
amortized over a period of six (6) years. Yearly pay-
ments to be withdrawn from the School District Capital
Reserve Fund.
5. To see if the Town will vote approval for the boll
field in the rear of the Village School to be hence-
forth known as THE ARTHUR DONATI MEMORIALFIELD
and that a proper Memorial be erected to identify it
OS such.
6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to construct an addition to the Village
School; said addition and renovation of existingfacilities
to bring classroom space to eighteen (18) rooms with
cafeteria-auditorium and such other space and equip-
ment as deemed necessary by the School Boardfor this
purpose; and to execute any and oil contracts
or agreements and to make any and
all purchases of supplies and materials neces-
sary in connection with the construction of said addition;
and to see if the District will vote to authorize its School
Board to borrow a sum of money not to exceed four
hundred seventy-five thousand dollars ($475,000.00)
on the credit of the District by the issue of Serial Bonds
OS provided in RSA-33 for the purpose specified herein
and to determine the time and place of payment and
the form of said Bonds and the rate of interest.
7. To see if the District will vote to accept the Budget
OS submitted by the Budget Committee, or take any
other action in relation thereto.
8. To transact any other business which may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 21st day of
February in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred
and Sixty-seven.
James E. Van Vliet
Arthur B. Sanborn
Gerard A. Hondley
School Board of Hooksett, N.H.
A true copy of Warrant-Attest:
James E. Van Vliet
Arthur B. Sanborn
Gerard A. Hondley
School Board of Hooksett, N.H.
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National School Lunch $ 4,154.75
District General Fund 1,440.00
Lunch Sales;
Children $12 897 83
Adults 603 90 13,501.73
Other Sources 2,027.66
Total Receipts $21,124.14
Cash on Hand July 1, 1965 175.36






Cosh on Hand June 30, 1966 143.40
GRAND TOTAL $21 299.50
Meals served for the year;




Cost of each meal per pupil $.30
Cost of each meal per adult $.35
Dorothy Page, Lunch Supervisor
ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
September 1965 to June 1966
Report of Local Med cal Services
Pupils Examined
Tests
Tuberculosis - Heaf Test
Chest X-Ray - Negative
Other - Positi ve
Other - Healed
Negative after 3 other tests







Vaccinations and Communicable D
No. successfully vaccinated






























Clinics and Special Referrals
Preschool* Reg. -April 1966
Well Child Conference**
Feb., March, Apr., May, June
Orthopedic - Jan. 1966
Others - Heart - Oct. 1965
No. of Home Visits and Telephone Calls
*For pupils entering school in fall



















re school nurse-teacher assists.
Signed
EDITH S. RICE, R.N.
School Nurse-Teacher
REPORT OF SCHOOL TREASURER
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1965 - JUNE 30, 1966
Cosh on hand July 1, 1965
{Treasurer's Bank Balance)
Received from Selectmen
Received from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources







Total amount available for fiscal year
{Bal. and Receipts)
School Board Orders Paid
Balance on hand June 30, 1966
(Treasurer's Bank Balance)







Partial Breakdown of Receipts:
Total Title I advance
Sweepstakes Revenue






Pauline M- Woodworth, Treasurer
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SCHOOL BOAKOS KKPOKT
Perhaps one of the most difficult tasks of a School Board comes
when one must sit down and evaluate the time and effort spent in the
many meetings with the Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent,
the Principals, teachers, parents, students and many others in the con-
tinuing effort to insure the smooth operation of the school system.
As the many routine duties of the year pass in review, it becomes
seemingly impossible to associate them with the means by which the
student becomes educated. Nevertheless, the combined efforts of all
those Involved in the schooling process; those who write the texts, those
who administrate, those who teach, are needed to prepare our children
for the responsibilities ahead of them. Yet, when the reports come in
that some who have graduated and gone on to secondary school and
dropped out, one cannot help but wonder if there is something left un-
done that would have inspired this child to put forth a greater effort to
get this diploma which is such a necessary instrument in today's so-
ciety.
We have a fine teaching staff headed by three ver)A capable men;
Mr. Lord at Hooksett Memorial School, Mr. Shea at the Fred C Un-
derhill School and Mr .Cowley at the Hooksett Village School . Under
the excellent supervision of our Superintendent, Mr . Gray, our Assist-
ant Superintendent, Mr. Schoepf, and our Principals, our curriculum
has been geared to bring out the best in the student; those who learn
slowly and those who learn more rapidly.
With the completion of the addition to the Underbill School, we
now have space there to care for the growth in that area. We are now
utilizing eight of the available rooms at Memorial School and another
will be put into use next year. With the rapid building of new homes
in the Village area, we are near full capacity in the Village School
.
It has become necessary to have some pupils eat their lunches in class-
rooms as there Is a lack of dining room area. Next year It will be-
come necessary to put into use as a regular classroom the room now
used as a music room.
During the year some Federal Aid to Education has been available
for our use. Under TITLE I of the Elementary Secondary Education Act
a program to improve the reading of those In need was undertaken. An
inservice workshop for teachers, given by the University of New Hamp-
shire, concerning the teaching of reading to the educationally dis-
advantaged school child was completed. Material and equipment was
procured to implement this program. Non-Instructional aids were hired
to allow teachers and principals the opportunity to spend time with
small groups in the classroom.
Under TITLE II of the ESEA, funds were alloted to the Supervisory
Union. This has resulted in a great deal of library material; film strips,
etc., being available to the District.
Under TITLE III of this Act a regional program to acquaint pupils
with the various fields of the Arts is now functioning under the direc-
tion of the Manchester Institue of Arts and Sciences.
In concluding this report we want to thank all those who have
helped to fulfill our tasks. A special "thank-you" goes to those dedi-
cated groups and individuals, who, through their efforts working with
and for the youth of our town, have contributed immeasurably to their
growth.






Charles A. Lord, Supervising Principal
Mrs. Viola N. Bradford
A. Dean Cox
Mrs. Elsie M. Faneuf
Mrs. Katherine Fowler
Joseph F. Hartnett, Jr.
Miss Virginia A. Hayes
Richard L. Perkins















Robert J. Shea, Supervising Principal
Mrs. Dorothy S. Allen
Miss Nancy M. Barrett
Miss Margaret Bodwell
Miss Donna R. Craig
Miss Eileen J. Diugosz
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Mrs. Susan M. Mason
Mrs. Norrra J. McMuri
Richard F. Monteith
Mrs. Merle F. Norman
Mrs. Esther A. O'Brien
Miss Carol N . Roy
Mrs. Ruth N. Towie
Mrs. Helen Wood




David R. Cowley, Supervising Principal
Miss Dor 3thy A. Bannister
Miss do re 1 . Dupont
Miss Pau ineL. Elsasser
MissGlo ria A. Goodrow
Mrs. Den ise D. Gosselin
Mrs. Fra ices A. Gould
Miss Mar on L. Hardy
Miss She la A. Lugg
Mrs. Susc n F. McCormick
Mrs. Lois C Merrill











JULY 1, 1965 - JUNE 30, 1966
Cosh on hand July 1, 1965
Received from sale of Bonds and Notes
Received from interest on certificates
Total Receipts






Balance on hand June 30, 1966 (Treasurer's Bonk Balance) $ 6,153.55





Hooksett Ele Tie itary Schools
*ADM






*Average Da ly Membership
The elemenfary school memberships
are shown at the left and show a con-
tinuous and, sometimes, rapid growth .
Our membership next year may well
be close to 850.
Hooksett's school population continues to grow significantly, and
it" is a bold person who dares today to predict what "tomorrow" will
bring. Under these circumstances, which force increased educational
costs in addition to what a "normal" spiral of inflation brings, it is re-
grettable that Hooksett's state aid to education has been cut. Hooksett
has lost $]7,000 in state foundation aid and $6,000 in sweepstakes,
which comes as a severe blow to the property owner. To be fair about
this, it should be stated that Hooksett's equalized valuation, used in
figuring foundation aid, went from $16,700,000-$22,300,000 in a
two-year period . Increased school enrollments were not enough to off -
set this increase in valuations. In spite of this, it would seem highly
desirable to hove some phases of state aid stabilized . Better still would
be to increase aid enough to absorb greater costs and thus level off the
school tax rate on property, if the state law were fully funded, Hook-
sett would receive over $86,000 in foundation aid]
The teachershortage during the hiring season for the past year was
the greatest we have ever experienced. If this shortage continues, and
everything indicates it will, beginning salaries will rapidly Increase,
and only those systems paying a premium will be staffed with well-
qualified personnel. The greatest infustice of a rising minimum is to
those teachers of experience (a few or many years) who, unless given
adjustment raises, receive not much more than beginners. This minimum
has changed almost every year in the last 20. With the continued
shortage of teachers and the spiral of inflation, this trend can be ex-
Hooksett should feel proud of its buildings, its organization, and
its staff. Although we do not have a modern junior high school pro-
gram, we try to do well whatever is undertaken. With a fast growing
enrollment this Is about all that we can "reasonably" do. In fact,
everyone connected with the Hooksett Schools is highly dedicated to
the job at hand. This, in the long run, permits good education.
Respectfully submitted,
C . Maurice Gray
Superintendent of Schools
STATISTICAL HEPOKT














DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire






Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of
the accounts of the Hooksett School District for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1966, which was made by this Division in accordance with the vote of
the District. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records
of the School Board and the School District Treasurer.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparotlve Balance Sheets: (Exhibit A)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of June 30, 1965 and June 30, 1966,
are presented In Exhibit A. As indicated therein the Net Debt increased
by $202,284.58 during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1966.
Analysis of Change In Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the School District
during the fiscal year is made In Exhibit B, with the factors which caused
the change Indicated therein
-
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures - Estimated and
Actual Revenues : (Exhibits C & D)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimated and
actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1966, ore presented in
Exhibits C and D. As indicated by the Budget Summary (Exhibit D), a net
unexpended balance of appropriations of $9,620.69, less a revenue deficit
of $1 ,31 1 .99, resulted In a net budget surplus of $8,308.70.
Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit E-1)
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1966, made up in accordance with the uniform classification
of accounts, is included In Exhibit E-1 . Proof of the Treasurer's balance as
of June 30, 1966, is indicated in Exhibit E-2.
School Lunch Program Account : (Exhibit F)
Astatement of the School Lunch Program account Is included In Exhibit F.
Building Fund Account: (Exhibit G)
A statement showing the activity In the Building Fund account during the
fiscal year is presented in Exhibit G.
School Tax Account : (Exhibit H)
Exhibit H presents a statement of the School District Tax account with
the Town of Hooksett. As Indicated therein, as of June 30, .1966, the
School District had received from the Town the total of the 1965-66 School
Tax in the amount of 5380,179.61.
Statement of Long Term Indebtedness: (Exhibit I)
A statement of the outstanding long term indebtedness of the School
District as of June 30, 1966, showing annual debt service requirements, is
contained in Exhibit I.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus
The current surplus (excess of total assets over current liabilities) de-
creasedfrom $14,710. 14 to $9,031 .60 during the fiscal year ended June 30,
1966, as shown herewith:
Total Asse ts










Conclusion; HOOKSETT SCHOOL DISTRICT
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require that this re-
port or the summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmittal)
shall be published in the next annual report of the School District.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Hooksett School District for




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor
Laurence M. Bean, Accountant






A - Comparative Balance Sheets - Asof June 30, 1965 and June 30,
1966.
B - Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
C - Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures
D - Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues and
Budget Summary
E-1 - Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures
E-2 - Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
F - School Lunch Account - Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and
Proof of Balance
G - Building Fund Account - Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and
Proof of Balance
H - Statement of School Tax Account
I
- Statementof Long Term Indebtedness, Showing Annual Maturities
of Principal and Interest
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts of the
Hooksett School District for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1966. Incur
opinion, the Exhibits included herewith reflect the true financial condition
of the School District on June 30, 1966, together with the results of opera-




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Edgar O. Pesquera, Auditor














Accounts Due School District:
Loan - Supervisory Union ^^53
Capital Reserve Fund (Contra)
Total Assets
Net Debt




Capital Reserve Fund (Contra)
E.S.E.A, -Title I
School Lunch Program (Contra)





























Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1966
Net Debt - June 30, 1966
Net Debt - June 30, 1965





Surplus Used to Reduce School Tax 14,710.14
Net Budget Surplus
Decrease in Accounts Payable














3 Stafement of Appropriotions and Expendifure



























































Expenditures - 1965-66 S 265.50
Transferred to BIdg. Fund 231 ,000.00
$231,265.50 76
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Classified Statement of Receipts and Expendituri








Operation of Plant - Supplies
Maintenance of Plant
Total Receipts From All Source
Balance - July 1, 1965
GRAND TOTAL
National School Lunch & Sped al Milk $ 4,154.75
National Defense Educatiion Ac t - Title III 286.43
E.S.E.A. -Title 1:
Appropriation Credits:
Instruction - Salarl es $1 ,313 .40
- Library & A udi.Dvlsuals 21 .00
- Teach IngSu ppl les 30 .75
- Other Expenses 849 .67
Equipment 800,,00
$3,014.82
Supplemental Receipts 1 ,601 .38
4,616.20
State Aid:
Building Aid $ 9,982.50
Intellectually Retarded 182.71
Sweepstakes 18,328.33
Foundation Aid _ 17,115.32
Other Sources:
Filing Fees $ 4.00
Transportation Fees 155.40






















Library & Audiovisual Materials 2,330.54
Teaching Supplies 6,534.82
Contracted Services 795.13











Maintenance of Plant 7,957.70
Fixed Charges:
Employee Retirement & F.I.C.A. $ 13,004.35
Insurance - 1,854.67
14,859.02

















Supervisory Union Expenses 6,451 .81
Payments into Capital Reserve Fund 2,000.00





Loan to Supervisory Union *53
Total Expenditures For All Purposes





Balance in The Suncook Bank -
Per Statement June 30, 1966
Add: Deposits of July 1, 1966
July 6, 1966
Less: Outstanding Checks





Statement of School Tax Account









ry of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1966
Balance -July 1, 1965
Receipts During Year
Expenditures During Year



































Sl-atemenf of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balanc




Statement of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1966
Balance - July 1, 1965
Receipts During Year:
Lunch Sales -Children $12,897.83
-Adults 603.90










Repairs to Equipment 12.00
Miscellaneous 17.56
21,,156.JO
Balance - June 30, 1966
Balance - July 1, 1965
Receipts During Year:
Bonds Issued $231,000.00
Premium on Bond Issue 686.07











Balance - June 30, 1966
Balance in The Suncook Bank -
Per Statement June 30, 1966
Payroll Account;
Balance In The Suncook Bank -
Per Statement June 13, 1966





Balance in The Suncook Bank -
Per Statement June 30, 1966
Less: Outstanding Check *16








nent of Long Term Indebtedness, Showing
Second Addition - School Bui
Villoge School Notes Underbill School Bonds School Bonds Notes School Bond School Bon
3 1/2% 3.90% - 3.60% 3 3/4%
$9,469. 30
3 .40% 3.40%
$1,000.00Amount of Origlnol issue S25, 000.00 $210,000.00 $405,000.00 $230,000.00
Dote of Original Issue July 16, 1956 July 18, 1957 Moy 1, 1961 September 1 , 1962 August 15, 1965 August 15, 1965
Principol Poyable Dote July 16th June 15th May 1st Jonuary31s August I5th August 15th
Interest Payable Dotes Jon. 16 a, July 16 June 15 8, Dec . 15 May 1 S, Nov. 1 Jon. 31 S J uly 31 Feb. 15i A ua. 15 August 15tl
Payable At The Suncook Bonk The Merchants Notional New England Mer :honts The Suncook Bonk New England Merchants New Englo d Merchants
Bonk of Bosto" Nationol Bank of Boston Notional Bo k of Boston Notional B nk of Boston
g: Principal Interest

















June 30, 1967 $ 10,000 $ 20,000 $ 15 000.00 3,193.77
June 30, 1968 10 000 00 4,290 00 20 000 00 10 080 00 15 ooo 00 7,055 00 45 000 00 1,425.00
June 30, 1969 10 000 00 3,900 00 20 000 00 9 360 00 15 000 00 6,545 00 45 000 00 9,805.00
June 30, 1970 10 000 00 3,510 00 20 000 00 8 640 00 15 000 00 6,035 00 45 000 00 8,185.00
June 30, 1971 10 000 00 3,120 00 20 000 00 7 920 00 15 000 00 5,525 00 45 000 00 6,565.00
June 30, 1972 10 000 00 2,730 00 20 000 00 7 200 00 15 000 00 5,015 00 45 000 00 4,945.00
June 30, 1973 10 000 00 2,340 00 20 000 00 6 480 00 10 000 00 4,590 00 40 000 00 3,410.00
June 30, 1974 10 000 00 1,950 00 20 000 00 5 760 00 10 000 00 4,250 00 40 000 00 1,960.00
June 30, 1975 10 000 00 1,560 00 20 000 00 5 040 00 10 000 00 3,910 00 40 000 00 0,510.00
June 30, 1976 10 000 00 1,170 00 20 000 00 4 320 00 10 000 00 3,570 00 40 000 00 9,060.00
June 30, 1977 10 000 00 780 00 20 000 00 3 600 00 10 000 00 3,230 00 40 000 00 7,610.00
June 30, 1978 10 000 00 390 00 20 000 00 2 880 00 10 000 00 2,890 00 40 000 00 6,160.00
June 30, 1979 20 000 00 2 160 00 10 000 00 2,550 00 30 000 00 4,710.00
June 30, 1980 20 000 00 1 440 00 10 000 00 2,210 00 30 000 00 3,650.00
June 30, 1981 20 000 00 720 00 10 000 00 1,870 00 30 000 00 2,590.00
June 30, "1982 10 000 00 1,530 00 10 000 00 1,530.00
June 30, 1983 10 000 00 1,190 00 10 000 00 1,190.00
June 30, 1984 10 000 00 850 00 10 000 00 850.00
June 30, 1985 10 000 00 510 00 10 000 00 510.00
June 30, 1986 10 000 00 170 00 10 000 00 170.00
$2,500.00 $43.75 $120,000.00 $30,420.00 $300,000.00 $ 86,400.00 $1,893.96 $71 .02 $230,000.00 $71,060.00 $1,000.00 $34.00 $655,393.96 $188,028.77
81
























Fitz, Jo Ann :.



























































































STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE HACKEn HILL
WATER PRECINCT IN THE TOWN OF HOOKSEH
IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the residence of
LAWRENCE E. EATON on Hackett Hill Rood in said
District on Monday, the 20th day of March next, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the evening, to act upon the fol-
lowing subjects:-
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Water Commissioner for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the report of the Water Commissioners
relative to studies made by them and by the Precinct's
Engineer as to the feasibility of constructing a water
system for the Precinct; and to see what action the
Precinct will take thereon.
6. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 16th day of





Board of Water Commissioners
Hackett Hill Water Precinct




Board of Water Commissioners
Hackett Hill Water Precinct
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SOUTH HOOKSEn
WATER PRECINCT IN THE TOWN OF HOOKSEH
IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Municipal
Building in said Hooksett on Wednesday the 29th day
of March next, at eight o'clock in the evening, to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year,
3. To choose a Water Commissioner for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the report of the Water Commissioners
relative to studies made by them and by the Precinct's
Engineer as to the feasibility of constructing a water
system for the Precinct; and to see what action the
Precinct will take thereon.
6. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 20th day of





Board of Water Commissioners
South Hooksett Water Precinct




Board of Water Commissioners








for the year ending December 31, 1966



















Expansion of the system and the problem of adequate future water supply
continue to be the principal problems facing the Precinct at the present time.
During the past year mains hove been extended a total of 3,257 feet in five
separate housing developments with the addition of 29 services and 3 hydrants.
Indications, as of this writing, are that the rote of growth will be increased
during the next year and thereafter.
In order to provide an adequate supply of water to meet the increased de-
mand the Board has completed and put into operation the program for Increased
pumpingcapacity authorized at the 1964 Annual Meeting, and has, in addition,
during the last year initiated a program of exploration for the development of
future water supplies. In 1966 activity along, this line took the form of two
projects, first an investigation of Head's Pond as o potential water supply and
secondly well exploration off Route 3-A, adjacent to the Merrimack River.
The results of a study by the New Hampshire Water Pollution Board and the
Precinct's engineers. Whitman and Howard, indicated that Head's Pond would
yield an adequate quantity of water but of poor quality requiring a filter plant
and considerable treatment, at great cost, to overcome the high color and
other defects and permit it to be used as a Public Water Supply. Results of a
limited well testing program, in which the Precinct invested approximately
$2,000.00, was likewise unsatisfactory. A total of six test wells were dril-
led on a tract of land, off Route 3-A, which had been offered to the Precinct
for a well supply, and here again one of the wells indicated a yield of 400
GPM,butthe water was found to have a very high iron content and would not
meet the State requirements for a Public Water Supply.
The Board of Commissioners feel, however, that a continuing investigation
of potential future supplies of water is essential to the Precinct and have ac-
cordingly asked the voters to appropriate $2,500.00 to continue this program
In the coming year so that tests can be made of other areas.
The metering program was continued during the past year, with the addi-
tion of 58 meters, and it is anticipated that with the money requested in this
year's budget the program will approach the half way mark during the next
year.
In addition the painting of the standpipe and the pipe on the Merrimack
River bridge has been completed and negotiations were undertaken to purchase
additional land on the shore of Pinnacle Pond which will provide greater pro-
tection of the Precinct's principal water supply. This acquisition Is particu-
larly important at this time since It forms a buffer zone, so to speak, between
the Pond and a new housing development recently started In this area . An




A . E . Beauchesne
Leo Hebert
Nelson Lambert
Board of Water Commissioners
HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
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BUDGET OF THE HOOKISETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
IN THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Actual Recommended Actual Estimated
APPROPRIATIONS OR Expenditures By SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS Revenue for Revenue for
EXPENDITURES Prior Year Budget Committee Prior Year Current Year
Pumping Station Maintenance $ 357.74 $ 400.00 Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct TaxSs $ 2,017.51 $ 861.83
Power Purchased 2,424.95 3,000.00 Hydrant Rentals 3,800.00 4,100.00













Unexpended Balance of Note Issue





Election Expense 49.65 50.00 TOTAL REVENUES tXCEPT
Labor 1,880.00 2,790.00 PRECINCT TAXES $53,308.44 $21,711.83
Officer's Salaries 395.00 395.00
Officer's Expense 52.00 75.00 AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
Engineering 2,009.13 600.00 BY PRECINCT TAXES 14,822.67
Legal & Audit 290.80 400.00
Office Supplies 198.90 300.00 TOTAL REVENUES AND
Insurance 549.00 500.00 PRECINCT TAXES $36,534.50
Truck Expense 102.71 100.00
RICHARD D. RILEY
NEW CONSTRUCTION & EQUIPMENT JAMES N. DINWOODIE
LAWRENCE E . EATON
Precinct Building 27.75 200.00 LEON E. PEARSON
Mains 906.46 3,000.00 JOHN E. BEALE
Hydrants 46.00 50.00 ARTHURS. SANBORN
Services 3,169.95 300.00 LESLIE M. PIKE
Meters 2,705.65 3,000.00 R. D. CAMPBELL
Pumping Station Equipment 27,025.72 HECTOR VIN rPKiTL-tiN 1
Test Wells 2,096.75 2,500.00 WILLIAMS. MILLER
Land 1,250.00 ARTHUR J. LOCKE
ALFRED COLLEREnE
Emergency Fund 400.00 CHARLES E. FOSTER
Pinnacle Park Project 450.00 450.00 Budget Committee
Principal of Debt 11,000.00 11,000.00
Interest on Debt 4,679.00 4,324.50
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES $64,733.10 $36,534.50
85
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT IN
THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT AND COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID PRECINCT AFFAIRS;-
You are hereby notified to meet at the Odd Fellows Hall in said Precinct
on Saturday the 18th day of March next, at two o'clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following subjects;
-
1 . To choose o Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Water Commissioner for the ensuing five years.
4. To choose o Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Precinct
chorges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the some .
6. To see if the Precinct will vote to approve the action of its Board
of Water Commissioners in purchasing the tract of land, 200 feet
wide and approximately 185 feet in length lying between the Hea-
ther Home Development and Pinnacle Pond, for the sumof $1,-
750.00 and to authorize said Board to with-draw from the Repair
and Replacement Fund the sum of Twelve hundred fifty ($1 ,250.00)
Dollars to pay the balance due on said land.
7. To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board of Water Com-
missioners to continue its program of exploration for a future water
supply for the Precinct and to authorize said Board to with-draw
from the Repair and Replacement Fund the sum of Twenty-five hun-
dred Dollars ($2,500.00) for this purpose.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting
,
The polls will close at 4 P. M. The Warrant will be discussed at 7 P. M.
Given under our hands and seal this 30th day of January, in the year of
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MAY 4 , 533 , 000




OCTOBER 3 ,71 3 ,600
NOVEMBER 3,691 ,900
DECEMBER 3 ,676,000
TOTAL GALLONS PUMPED 63,110,500
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WARRANT FIRE RECORD
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT IN
THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT AND COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID PRECINCT AFFAIRS:-
You are hereby notified to meet at the Underhill School In said Hooksett
on Wednesday the 8th day of March next at seven-thirty o'clock in the evening,
to act upon the foflowing subiects:-
1 . To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Water Commissioner for the ensuing five years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Precinct
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
6. To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize, its Board of Water Com-
missioners ta wlth-draw the sum of $3,000 .00 from the Precinct's
Repair and Replacement Fund and to expend said sum for the pur-
pose of painting the Standpipe and partially defraying the expense
of repairs to "the pump in Wei I No . 1 .
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Lord
Given under our hands and seal this 9th day of Februa
leteen hundred and sixty-seven.
in the year of our
Rudolph J. Diugosz
Edward Higgins
Lindsay H . Rice
Maurice H . Robie
Ralph W. Page
Board of Water Commissioners
CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
Fire records are made by people those who cause fires and those who
conlrol them. Your forest fire warden, deputy wardens', fire chief and fire-
men have, in spite of a prolonged drought, made one of the best fire control
records in recent years. Despite a very dry spring, we In New Hampshire
working together, hove substantially reduced our fire incidents (885 In 1965
to 595 in 1966.)
This enviable record is largely due to two factors:
1 . Aclosely coordinated and integrated state-town organization joint-
ly carrying out programs of forest fire prevention, training and sup-
pression with dedicated personnel .
2. Your appreciation of our forest fire control program and your Indi-
vidual effort in practicing fire prevention.
Statistics show, however, there is room for improvement. Major problems
are still with us; (1) the careless disposal of cigarettes; (2) the householder's
carelessness in burning rubbish; (3) the failure of woodlot owners and contrac-
tors to completely extinguish their brush burning fires; (4) failure to extinguish
camp fires; (5) unsupervised children playing with matches.
New Hampshire has 4,339,000 acresof woodland to be protected. In 1966
we experienced 595 forest fires on this area and restricted acreage burned to
395 acres a fine testimonial to the efficiency and dedication of the men
who make up our forest fire control organization.
1 . If you mustburn you will need a permit. Permits ore not Issued be-
tween 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. except on rainy days- Permits are
not needed when the ground is covered with snow. To minimize
risk the best way to dispose of rubbish is at your authorized town or
municipal dumping area.
2. Be sure all discarded smoking material is out.
3. Don't leave a live camp or cooking fire..
4. Most Important - instruct your children that matches are not play
things.
TRULY - ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
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BUDGET OF THE CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECIXi T
IN THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Actual Recommended Actual Estimated
APPROPRIATIONS OR Expenditures By SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS Revenue for Revenue for
EXPENDITURES Prior Year Budget Committee Prior Year Current Year
Pumping Station Maintenance $ 1,274.84 $ 1,800.00 Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes $ 971.80 $ 3,809.24
Power Purchased 1,179.89 1,600.00 Hydrant Rentals 3,400.00 3,400.00
Rent of Well Site 550.00 750.00 Water Rents 10,421.11 10,000.00
Maintenance of Mains 105.45 200.00 Service Charges 2,271.05
Maintenance of Standpipe .75 2,500.00 Unexpended Bal . of Note Issue 2,781.87
Maintenance of Services 36.00 200.00 Amounts Raised by Issue of Bonds or Notes 20,000.00




Transfers from Replacement Fund 3,000.00
Maintenance of Meters
Labor 1,000.00 1,200.00 TOTAL REVENUES EXCEPT
Officers Salaries 555.00 630.00 PRECINCT TAXES $37,063.96 $22,991.1}
Office Expense 298.56 350.00
Legal 300.00 350.00 AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
Audit 94.05 125.00 BY PRECINCT TAXES 9,315.76
NEW CONSTRUCTION & EQUIPMENT TOTAL REVENUES AND
PRECINCT TAXES $32,306.87
Well Site 17,218.13 2,781.87
Storage Building 11.00 50.00 RICHARD D. RILEY
Mains 150.00 JAMES N. DINWOODIE
Services 1,954.97 700.00 LAWRENCE E. EATON
Hydrants 500.00 LEON E. PEARSON
Meters 2,884.21 1,000.00 JOHN BEALE
Equipment 100.98 150.00 ARTHUR B. SANBORN
Pumping Station Equiprrent 1,500.00 LESLIE M. PIKE
R. D. CAMPBELL
Replocement Fund 1,000.00 1,500.00 HECTOR VINCENT
Principal of Debt 7,000.00 9,000.00 WILLIAMS. MILLER
Interest on Debt 3,744.00 4,370.00 ARTHUR J. LOCKE
ALFRED COLLERETTE
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS OR EXPENDITURES $40,100.05 $32,306.87 CHARLES W. FOSTER
Budget Committee
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BUDGET OF THE CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECIJ\€T
HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT - 1967 BUDGET
Acc't. 1966 Budget Receipts & Total Amount Actual Expen- Unexpended Overdraft 1967 Budget
No. Reimbursements Available ditures
WATER SUPPLY EXPENSE
68 Pumping Station Maintenance $ 400.00 $ $ 400.00 $ 357.74 $ 42.26 $ $ 400.00
71 Power Purchased 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,424.95 424.95 3,000.00
62 General Production Expense 400.00 400.00 293.35 106.65 300.00
DISTRIBUTION EXPENSE
85 Maintenance of Mains 500.00 500.00 644.46 144.46 500.00
86 Maintenance of Services 400.00 400.00 386.63 13.37 400.00
87 Maintenance of Standpipe 2,800.00 2,800.00 2,800.00 50.00
88 Maintenance of Hydrants 200.00 200.00 191.50 8.50 200.00
GENERAL EXPENSE
103 Election Expense 75.00 5.00 80.00 49.65 30-35 50.00
66 Labor 1,880.00 1,880 00 1,880.00 2,790.00
95 Offiier's Salaries 395. 00 395 00 395.00 395.00
97 Officer's Expenses 75.00 75 00 52.00 23.00 75.00
98 Engineering 2,500.00 2,500 00 2,009.13 490.87 600.00
99 Misc. General Expense 100.00 100 00 100.00
100 Legal and Audit 300.00 300 00 290.80 9.20 400.00
101 Office Supplies 200.00 200 00 198.90 1.10 300.00
102 Insurance 500.00 15.00 515 00 549.00 34.00 500.00
105 Truck Expense 100.00 100 00 102.71 2.71 100.00
109 Interest 4,679.00 4,679 00 4,679.00 4,324.50
42 Debt Retirement 11,000.00 11,000 00 11,000.00 11,000.00
42APinnacle Park Project 450.00 450 00 450.00 450.00
35 Emergency Fund
NEW CONSTRUCTION & EQUIPMENT
400.00 400 nn 400.00 400.00
25 Precinct Building 200.00 200.00 27.75 172.25 200.00
21 Mains 1,000.00 1,000.00 906.46 93.54 3,000.00
23 Hydrants 50.00 50.00 46.00 4.00 50.00
22 Services 300.00 2,685.42 2,985.42 3,169.95 184.53 300.00
24 Meters 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,705.65 205.65 3,000.00
17 Pumping Station Equipment 27,030.64 27,030.64 27,025.72 4.92
2 Test Wells** 2,096.75 2,096.75 2,096.75
$60,434.64 $ 4,802.17 $65,236 81 $64,733.10 $ 1,500.01 $ 996.30 $32,784.50
*Funds wifhdrawn from repic
Fund by vote of Commlsslor
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To My Fi-Lzndi :
Ai you. ^-inZik nzadlng thli Town Re.po>it dot 1966 and cZoiz
the. covzii {, thii book, io too, w-ill I be cloiing thz aovzKi o{,
a book, Mhiah i^ uj>itttzn Mould be o^ tmznty-onz yzau ipznt ai a
Szlzctman o {^ ouK Town.
It wai you the. votem o^ Hookiett iMhtah madz It poiilbte Ion.
me to Kema-in in 0^^-cce {,01 thti many yean.i. I wtih to thank each
and zve.n.y one {01 the aon(,idzncz uihtah you have ptaaed In me.
I atio Mould like to exp>iei>i> my thanki to all o{ the othzn.
ToMn ()(5i$-cce-ti , Membe^i Oj5 Comm-ittzzi , and CommtatonzKi Mho havz
iZfLvzd (,a-Lth{iUlly Mith me ovzi thziz pait yzan.i . It ii not a one
mam' job, but the conttnuzd e{,{,oit {, all conczinzd, makz!>{,on. a
moKZ z{,i-iciznt and bztten. ToMn. I can only iay that tt hai bzzn
a plza^uiz and putvtlzqz to havz had a imall pan.t tn the piog>izii
0(5 out ToMn {ok the pait tMenty-onz yeaii
.
kga-in, I extend my moit itncexe thanki to you all.
Slncenely youKi,
Jamzi G. Follanibzz

